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Dil"TRODU CT ION 

Definition and Description of the Ground Roll. 

The se:i.smogra,11s of applied seismolog;y frequently ex.hibit the 

late arrival of large ai11plit~1de, low frequency (3-30 cycles per second) 

oscillc?.tions. Becau:::ie the arrival ·!;ime of these oscillations is equr."J. 

to the arrival time of the rolling motion which one :m.a.y feel underfoot 

as one stands on the ground at the seismometer r(~Ceiving the earth 

vibration, these oscillations are known af; the ground roll, and this 

term may be taken to mean either this physiological sensation itself, 

or the oscillations corresponding to it which are observable on the 

seismograph record. 

In the seismogram of Fig. 1, an example of the ground roll 

(labelled G) is recorded on the first three traces. The corresponding 

seismometers were all buried at the same distance from the shot point. 

The three seismometers were all of low natural frequency, almost 

critically drunped, and Wt1re used vrith amplifiers having f'la.t recponse 

characteristics. For comparison, tl1e records obtained by two standard 

discriminatory systems are given in the last two traces. It is to be 

noted that the large oscillations which comprise the ground roll do 

not die away rapidly as do the other phases, but continue to have a 

sizeable amplitude for a long period of time. 
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Fi g . 1 . Sa~~le of Ground Rell 

Also Ciscernible f rom Fig . 1 i s the s ;:;1c...U a.~p2.rent vel ocity of 

t he ground roll. Taki ng t he observed c:.rri vo.l tiz:,e of • 57 sec., and 

t !-,e kno·.-;n dist ance from shot poi nt to sci sno:Jeter of 1))0 f t., one 

f i nds for the a;i;1z.rent gr ound roll velocity in thL ca ,;o onl y 

700 f t./:,ec, (235 m. /sec ,). T:1i ::; S!:!all vel ocity is t y :>i cal cl t 'iough 

it ;;u,y be founc; t o vru:;, f ro:;i ,,l ace t o pl ac e between t he l i ra t s of 

l ~o ' 550 / r. 1 - " · t 1* · 1 .J ana n . sec. J.··or cxa1:1;, e , .t,ngc.1u.Le1 s · er , -rmo seems t o ~1e..ve 

been the f irs t to de scribe ground roll pllcnor.1eno11, found surface ·.,:aves 

with vel ocities of 510 r.i . /sec. i n Jtiterbog , Ger~, at a ::,h.ce where 

the all uvium hs.s a t hicknes s of about 100 m. = Gu teri.b er g, 'iiood a.nd 

Iiu "i:tlda.
10 

fo:.1 nd a ground r oll vcloci t y of 550 r.i , / sec, i n t he Los Angel es 

Ea.sin, .0,ni! velociti es from 160 to 240 n . / sec. in t he Ve1,t ,.;ra Br:,sin, 

~ .'.~~;i::-0xi!'.!l.::.~-f1l : '" th-s .:'.i.r ~t.. _30 ·1 . c•::' !;h .is 2.~lr1 ·ti t J. J. .:-.:,·r:--.· r:i:-,ns ~.:-.:t8d of 
loose sa.'lc , 



At Yo sem.-l. t e in 1937, a seismolor::ical ex-podi tion fror:1 Cnl:ifornia 

Imiti tute of Technology* found that the ground roll velocity varied 

from 130 to 550 o./sec. 

The f act that the g-ound roll is a surf ace wa.ve has been common 

knowl edge f or several year~. / / 11 
As fa:r back as 1886 Fouque and Levy had 

performed seismic experiments at different depths, and found that the 

ampli tu.de of low velocity wi;;.ves decreased wi th de:::, th. Prior to this 

work, a velocicy- of about 500 m./sec. for gr anite was obtained by 
2.5' 

M.a.Jlet :;.nd othArs. Th.i s velocity is now knoV711 to be too small by a 

factor of almost 10, / / ll 
The work of Fouque and Levy definitely estab-

lished t hese low velocities as belonging to waves conditioned by the 

surfnce. In the earlier wor k of t1,dJet·21S' only t hese surface had 

sufficient energy to be observed with the crude seismometer which he used. 

Present d~y investigators mey now safely consider these surface waves as 

having been t..~e ground roll. 

It was well known from the early theoretical v-rork of Zoeppri tz41 and 

other s that the waves on t.11.e surf ace of an elastic earth should diminish 

r api dl y with increase o.f depth of t he origin of the waves. This led 

certain early seismic prospectors, who recognized the f act t hat t he ground 

roll. wa.s a surface wave, to succeed in diminishing the ground roll amplitude 

by bur..ying the dynamite charge a.t greater depths. Others, by pure 

coincidence, found diminishment of the ground roll amiJli tude accompa.riying 

deeper cha:rge b uri e,ls, which, in ~eali ty, were designed for the purpose 

of i.mprovement of seismic reflections or perhaps t he curtailment of 

1 ,-,• ,~-•n . •~ exp 0.,1.on ut:1uage. 

* Headed by Professors B. Gutenberg, J.P. Buwalda and C. F. Richter. The 
results of t his expedition are as yet unpublished. 

~~ 19.36, most seismic prospectors had recognized the possibility of ta.king 
advantage of the low frequency of the ground roll to discriminate against it 
by means of suitable electrical f ilter ing in the amplif iers , or by the use of 
seismometers of sufficiently high natural frequency. 
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As a general rule it is possibl0 to observe t he ground roll in 

almost ru:iy locali t-,1 ii' t he shot, depth is sufficiently smtll, even with 

fairly small charges of dynami te. Conversely, even if the shot depth 

is large, it is generally possibl e to secuxe considerable ground roll, 

if sufficiently l arge charges 8.re used. In some localities, however, 

eYen l a rge charges c~xploded on t..11.e surface fidl to produce a.pprecifable 

ground roll. Such localities are usv.a.1.ly characterized by exposure 

of very hard geol ogic formc.tions end the r'~bsence of a low velocity 

layer. These t hree factors--size of charge, shot depth, a..11.d nature 

of t he surface material--seem to determine t he occurrence of t he ground 

roll. 

The character of the ground roll also depends on these three 

factors. In a.ddi tion, the character is markedl y influenc.ed by the 

distance of the seismometer from foe shot point . Generally the number 

of oscillations comprising the ground roll as well as t he period 

increases with distance from the shot point. As has been mentioned, 

t he amplitude decreases with increase of shot depth. This i s also 

accompanied by an increase in frequency. Genere.lly, the periods 

observed will be greatest in regions of thick low velocity layers. 

Large charges seem to be more capable of producing t he lower ground 

roll frequencies in such areas. 

'fhe Ground Roll PToblem. 

Since it was established quite early that the ground roll was a 

type of surface wave, it was logical first to seek an explanation of 

i ·~ in terms of either of the t wo well known surf ace waves of pure 
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seismology; namely, ~Tleigh waves or Love waves. • 9 
But Gu lienberg 

pointed out certain objections to the application of simple Love wave 

or Rayleigh wave theor'J for an explanation of the observed waves, and 

he summarized his objections as follows: "Their (i.e. the grou:r..d roll) 

periods are of t he order of .l sec.; tb..oir wo.vo lengths (usu~ly 

bet ween 10 ,:md 50 meters) are too large f or vib:c11 t5..om, of a thin layer 

i'cr Rayleigh ~aves or she.s.r waves in a thicker l .::~rer-. Their ar:rpli tudes 

decre~so vcr::r fr.st rii-t,h dist,s.nce. The;:;,- may ccr:r•.:;~pond t.o the surface 

·1J::1--..res obserwx1 b:r people in the epicerrtrul region of a.."'l earthqucite, 

and mt··lY be e.. t)'-'a\'i-tai;io:o.tl t,ype of eurface '!:-ave in a vlscous r.1od.ium. u 

It L , desirable to examine the objections of Gutenberg~ so as to 

better u.nde::.~st.z.nd which facts l::e regarded as well established, i.md which 

statements r,re to be regarded as ple.t.1.sible qt.~.-:<l.itutive estimates of the 

conditionn governing the pheno22.enon. That the yeriod.s of the grour.d 

roll a:re of the order of 0.1 ~,ec .. and t.i."lBir wave length0 are usually 

between 10 a::1d 50 meter;:;, na;r be conr ide1"cd as definitely true in 

most ccses. His belief t,hc.t ,<;ave lengths of thh, 11c.gni tudFJ would be 

too large fc:r vibrl:!.tions of a. thin superficial low vcloci ty layer is 

bE.sed on the fact that nost of the energy of a sm"fa.ce wr;.vo is con.fined 

t.o a region nea::." the surfacG. The energy bt~low a depth of about one 

wave length is neg.llgible. Hence for a ground roll wa.ve length which 

is large compared with the thickness of the superficial low velocity 

* layer, the vertical depth of penetration of most of the energy would 

* The exnressiou nwe:,.thercd l aver" i G 1,ot considered. accure.te in this ... . ,. 
investigation, as the extent of true weathering is almost always 
uncertain., The expression 11low veloci ~r layer11 vdll he employed. See 
also the next footnote. 
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extend well into the medium below the thin layer. One would therefore 

expect the velocity to be determined chiefly by the lower material. 

T'ne velocity would then be too large. There is no doubt as to the 

validity of this reasoning. However, it must be remembered that no 

quantitative analysis of this objection was attempted. 

The statement that t..~e velocity seems to depend little on the 

elastic constants of the 1!1§,terial is based on the fact that whereas 

the grotUld roll velocity is most frequently observed to be fairly 

near the value of about .300 m./sec., the elastic constants of the 

surface material Va:I."-J to a considerable extent from region to region. 

The evidence for this large variation of elastic constants is based 

chiefly on the observation of a large variation of velocity of the 

compressional waves in the low velocity layer. However, it must be 

remembered that although very low or very high ground roll velocities 

were not observed as frequently as velocities near the value of 

300 m./sec., still, later work, such as that done at Yosemite, has 

fairly well established that the ground roll mey- have a velocity of 

considerable variation. The range of velocity from 130 m./sec. to 

550 m./sec. corresponds to a change in ground roll velocity by a 

factor of 4. The range of velocities in the low velocity layer does 

not correspond to a f actor much in excess of this. It must be 

remembered, too, that the velocities referred to above usually are 

associated with the lower part of the low velocity layer. The upper 

part* almost cl.ways has a much lower velocity. The velocity of 

compressional waves in this very low velocity leyer seldom has been 

* This upper part of t..li.e low velocity layer will be designated "very 
low velocity layer" to avoid con.fusion. 
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determined accurately, because in seismic prospecting a knowledge of 

the average velocity for the whole low velocity layer suffices for 

weathering corrections. On the other hand, there are some cases in 

which a higher ground roll velocity was obtained on a low velocity 

surface material than on a high velocity surface material, in support 

of Gutenberg's observation, 

The statement that the velocity is too small for the ground roll 
28 io 

to be Rayleigh waves or shear (Love) waves in a thicker layer is a 

logical rough estimate of the importance of the effect of an over

lying low velocity stratum on the velocity of a surface wave. In 

Love's analysis of the propagation of shear (Love) waves in a low 

velocity stratum which was superposed on a high velocity substratum, 

he found that dispersion would occur; i.e. that the velocify of the 

waves would be a function of the wave length. He showed that for very 

small wave lengths the waves would travel w:i th the velocity of shear . 

waves in an infinite medium composed of the material of the low 

velocity stratum. As the wave length increased, the velocity in

creased until for very large wave lengths, the waves would ha.Ve the 

velocity of shear waves in an infinite medium composed of the material 

of t he high velocity substratum. Love also considered -the effect of 

the low velocity stratum on the propagation of Rayleigh waves, and 

deduced entirely analogous results, although he did not calculate 

t he specific dispersion law. He concluded that for very sma.11 wave 

lengths the Rayleigh waves would have the velocity of Rayleigh waves 

in a half space composed of the material of the low velocity stratum; 

as the wave length increased, the velocity increased until for ver:y 



large wave lengtb.s , tte R~.yleigh ~'laves wculd have t..11e veloc:l ty of 

Rs;:t leigh waves in a half space compos ed of the ~1aterial of the high 

v0loci ty substratum. 
9 

L11. connection with the ground roll, Gutenberg 

felt that the wave length was sufficiently large for velocity to be 

essentitl.ly the velocity of Love waves or Rayleigh waves in high 

velocit;r or I::..'1Yl eigh W3.V e velocity since VR = 0. 919 VQ (Po:Lsson' s 

rat,io = 0.25), where V -R velocity of Rayleigh waves and VQ = Velocity 

of shear waves . Either velocity ;;ould be larger than the observed 

groUJ."1.d roll velocity 011 the basis of the above deduction. 

Thus it appeared several years a.go that both of t he accepted 

theories of propagation of surf t\Ce waves on a ple.n.e elastic lD.edlum 

failed to agree with what seemed to be plausible quali'tative da:ca. 

In addition there was the statement that the amplitude decreased 

r apidly wi. t h distance from the source, which had to be n.nswered. In 
9 

seeking an explanation Gutenberg sugges ted that the ground roll may 

be a gravitational t ype of surface wave in a viscous medium, which in 

view of the objections to explanations on the basis of elastic waves, 

seemed to be quite a reasonable hypothesis. 

In addition to t hese pr oblem::, , the oscillatory nature of t:be 

grom1d roll rf,qu.ired adequate explanation. It, is not :.i.mmedie:t.ely 

apparent how a disturbance c.)f so short a duration as that of a. 

oynamit e expl od.on shoul d give rise to c1. propagated su:rfr1.ce wave 

which would continue its o:1c.1.llations f or so long a time. 
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Pur :.iose of Investigation. 

The purpose of this investigation is to exarnine the plausibility 

of various proposed explanations of the ground roll. The following 

hypotheses will be examined: 

1. Gravitation wave in e. viscous medium 

2. Effect of atmosphere on Rayleigh waves 

J. Surface waves on a visco-elastic medium 

4. Surface waves on an elastic medium 

In connection with the last hypothesis an examination will be 

made of the evidence furnished by seismic field records of the ground 

roll. Finally, a description will be given of experiments perfori~ed 

for the pu:..."'I)ose of seeking a relation between the ground roll produced 

by explosion and the surface waves produced by a ground shaker. 
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VARIOUS GROUND ROLL HYPOTHESES 

Gravitational Wave in a Viscous Medium. 

Fo:r· the deeper high velocity layers, it is well known that the 

l aws of propagation of waves in an elastic medium are followed to a 

good approximation. Although these layers possess a viscosity, their 

rigidity is so high t hat it is perhaps preferable to regard them as 

elastic solids of high viscosity rather than as viscous fluids. 

The extent of elasticity in the low velocity layer, however, 

is not well established. Iida12 has performed experiments on specimens 

taken from the low velocity layer near Tokyo, and has found the fol-

lowing values of the various constants (c.g.s. units): 

jl, = rigidity ~ 109 

E = Young's modulus ~ 109 

/ = viscosity -:::: 105 106 

~ = density z 1. 91 

(T = Poisson's ratio ~ 0.31 - 0.33 

The low value of the rigidity as well as the high value of Poisson•s 

ratio are indicative of the fluid-like nature of the low velocity layer. 

Since t.he low velocity layer concei va.bly has the properties of a 

viscous fluid, whereas the high velocity lsyers beneath are more 

definitely elastic, the hypothesis that the ground roll is a. gravitational 

wave in a viscous medium must be applied only to the case of a finite 

depth of the viscous fluid. An infinite depth of the vi scous fluid 

would clearly depart from physical reality. In fact, it even ma,Y be 
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ob ;ject:Lon2.blc :-o h~vB th~ depth of :he f luid. s:::cto.c.c a ... 

be tha t it J.s .:ip?licabJ.e onl y to t he sttuation o:f the de:_:ith of the 

viscous f l ui d being Gque1 t c th,3 thickness of the ~ low velocity 

layer. 

Whe!1 t 11e rau tion of' a vi scous :1 .. ncomp:rtc:ss:ihlE' f luid i f; in t.wo 

dimensi ons, and tJ-u:i s<1uares and products of the velocities are 

neglected , the follow111g equation::; are satisfied: 

(1) 

v.nsre u = component of velocity of ·the fluid in the X direction 

w= component of velocity of the fluid in t h(~ z dir-ect,ion 

p ::::: t.he pressure at the point (x, z) at the time t 

g = acceleration of gravity 

v == the kinematic vlscosH,•J = viecosity/---:-- density r , 
and the coordinates are t eken as shoVin in Fig. 2~ 

H J/ 

0 

Fig . 2. Viscous Layer of Dept.11 H on R:iJr.i.d Support 
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It is desired to find a solution of this differential equation 

A-(-z) e i"""l -:X: + ~f-of the form 't' ~ which satisfies t..~e boundary 

conditions 

(a) p = constant at z = H 

and (b) u = o, w = 0 at z = O, 

where m = 2ff/L, Lis the wave length of t he propagated wave, and 

k is to be determined. 

Clearly, wave motion will not be possible unless k is a complex 

quantity whose real part is negative. For this is the only form of k 

»vhich represents a train of waves whose arripli tudes dL71inish v.d th time. 

The equation for the determination of k is r eadily found to be 

where a.2 = m2 + k/-.1 • 

Although Wien, 40 Basset, 5 Arakawa3 and Larnb1a have discussed t..~is 

equation for the case of small viscosity, it has not been considered 

for values of the viscosity to be expected in t..ri.e seismic low velocity . 

layer. Such values of vis cosity can neither be regarded as "very small" 

nor as "very large." .Approximations should t herefore be made only for 

a detailed analysis. 

Dividing (2) by sinhlaII)• sinh(mH) it becomes 

Putting 

and 
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(5) , (.3) becomes 

(6) =- 0 

I·t is apparent that whether gravi-bJ is negligible or not depends 

on how the qua.nti ty compares with unity. In Table I, 

values of are computed for various values of L, H, 

and -v • T'ne values of the wave length L are tabulated in the first 

column. The next t hree columns give t.½.e values of H/L, w , and 

tanh u.) corresponding to these values of L, for the case of H = 1 m. 

The fourth column gives the corresponding values of the gravitational 

term for v = 105 c. g. s. uni ts, while the fifth column gives the 

values for -iJ = 10 
6 

c. g. s. uni ts. The remainder of the table ~i ves 

similar results for the case of H = 10 m. 

An examination of Table I shows that for Has great as 10 m., 

the factor tanh w is practically unity throughout the range of 

wave lengths considered. For H = 1 m., however, it varies from 

1.00 at L = 1 m. to 0.125 at L = 50 m. Gravity is negligible over 

a. much larger range of wave lengths for -v = 106 than for ,; = 105 

c.g.s. units. Since Table I includes a large portion of the plausible 

conditions which might occur in the field, it is conceivable that the 

field conditions might be divided into two classes: 

(A) Where the effect of gravity is negligible; even for v as low 

as 105 c.g.s. units this will be the case for the shorter wave lengths. 

(B) Where the effect of gravity is not _negligible; even for v as nigh 
6 

as 10 c.g.s. units, this will be the case for the l arger wave lengths. 
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(A) Gravity Term Negligible: If is small compared 

with unity, equation (6) becomes 

(7) 

It is interesting and of value to note that this equation is identical 

in form with that obtained by Lamb17 for the symmetrical vi brat.ions 

of an elastic plate. He computed the velocity of waves in such a 

plate for various values of w The velocity of such waves is given 
'l. 2 

by V = (1-p ) /W./ f , where /' = rigidity, f = density. In 

Lamb's analysis, however,it sufficed to consider only the purely real or purel~ 

imaginary values of P• In the case under consideration, such values 

will not produce periodic motion. For by equation (4), k carmot be 

comnlex if p is uurely real or nurely itil.o..qlnc:rw and as has been remarked ... ... .,_ (, ,:) ~, 

earlier, unless k has an irnagi11aI"J part, no periodic motion is possible. 

The velocity of the viscous waves should be deter mined by t he i maginary 

part of k, and the damping of tJ1e waves should be determined b;{ the real 

part of k. Hence in order to find the velocity and the damping of the 

viscous waves, it. is necessary to consider the complex roots of 

equation (7). 

:B'or the t wo limiting cases of w = <JO and w = 0 1 the 

roots of (7) ma;y be f ound quite easily. For 

taiili(p 1,1) )/tanh w = l; hence (7). becomes 

(8) 

(.,1..) = Co 

Examination of equation (7) shows that p = 1 is always a root, 

regardless of the value of w • But by virtue of equation (4) it 
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is see11 tha t p = 1 corre sponds to k = O, or no motion. This root is 

thus of no importance. It :i.s also evident that since it is p2 that 

determines the value of k, it is i r:m1a terial whether +p or -p is 

considered. From equation (7) one sees that if+p is a root, -pis 

also a root. Since p = 1 is always a root, the'quartic equation (8) 

may be reduced to a cubic by di vid1ng through by (p-1). The cubic 

obt,,.-uned in this way ls 

(9) 

and its rootB are 0.2956, (-0.647 :!: 1.715 i). 

If w = O, the left member of (7) i s equal top so that (7) 

becomes 

(10) 

The roots of this equation a.re clearly ± 1, ± ✓J i. 

'fhese t wo cases are in them.solves of no pr actical interest. as 

they involve in.finite and zero wave lengths for a finite layer 

thickness. However, inasmuch as t.he case of' w == 0 is approximated 

by the physically conceivable case of' wa.ve length large compared to 

l ,,yer thickness, the consideration of t..he equation for w = 0 will 

indicate i:;he type of wn.vo propagation to be expected for lo.rje YDlues 

of L/H. Similarly w:: m approximates the ca se of sma.11 L/H .• 

For (,,U = 0, ono finds from. ( 4) that corrN;ponding to the root 

./3 i, k = -4 -v m2• The absence of the L'Ile.giri..a.ry part shows th~t no propa.~a ~e .l 

periodic motion will be possible. A disturbance on the surface of the 

fluid will not be prop.?..ga.ted along, but will simply diminish with time 
_4(~)-t 

wi th the damping factor e • }'or large vtlues uf L/H 
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it appenre tlle:l:. no prcpaga ted motion is possible. However it must 

be remembered that if T.J is l arge enough, the gravi -cy- terr.n is no 

longer negligible. If His as great as 1 rn.., l arge values of L/H 

wi.11 be possible only when L is sufficiently large for gravit,y not 

to be negl i gible. It must be concluded that the case of small value 

of v) must be considered only y;hcn the gravity term is not 

negligible. This case will therefore be treated later. 

For u> = oo , one finds that corresponding to the roots 

Here again the real root does not correspond to propaga ted waves, but 

to a stationary disturb~:.nce 

_ ·913 (~)-t: 
ft::..ct.or of e L'-

which dir:uni fl,hes with time with a damping 

The two complex roctr, , how0vE:r, do 

correspol".ld to propagated waves, travelling in the posit,ive and the 

nogat:tve d.irect,icns of x, respectively. Th~ velocity of such waves 

- 3. p ( '!ll\~Jt:-
3.!ld the dampi ng f ~;,ctoJ:' i .s D :::: E L • 

Thus propugated waves ~r e possible for s:mal.l values of L/ H, even though 

gravity is negligible. 

· (fil.. Gravit,y Term noi?, Negligible: It was found. in the course of the 

preceding discussion tha t small values of w were to be considered only 

when the gr t:tvit.y t,,:'lrm was not negligible. If w i r, very saall and 

gr avity is not negl:igible, equation (6) becomes 

(11) 
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The roots of this bi.quadratic equation are 

(12) 

Thus in order to have propaga ted waves for c..u very small it is 

necessary that the 1ne1vctli+~ 

(13) ~ \--\ > -4-vl-"YV\_2 = l~lT')...Y!../L2. 

be satisfied. For in this case the value of k will be complex. The 

wavefi will be propaga ted with a velocity V = I gil _ 4m2 71 "2 and vii th a 

- ".l..VYvl '-i 
damping factor D = e • 

For l arge values of w , if the gravity t er m i s not negligible, 

equation (6) becomes 

4 2, 

p + 2p - 4P + (G+l) = O, 

The discriminant of this quartic is 

(15) 

Hence I:::. ) 0 whenever the cubic 

(16) JG3 - 11G2 + 54G - 33 

is positive. It is found that for G < 0,.66, this is the case. 

Since the coefficient of p2 is 2 which is greater tha..t"l O, there 

will be no real roots of the quartic for G )--0.66. But for G < 0.66 

t he discriminant will be negative and there will be t wo reru. roots and 

two complex roots just as in the case of negligible gravity. 

For the case of G < 0·~ a solution of the quartic was obtained 

for G = 0.1. The roots were found to Pe 1.132, 0.246, (-0.639 ± 1.75 i). 
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Thus for a small gravity term, the complex roots are not altered 

appreciably from what they are for negligible gr avity. 

F'or t he ca se of G )O•fij,, a solu tion of the quartic was obtained 

for G = 10. The roots were found to be -1.137 ± 1.78.3 i and 

(1.137 :!: 1.189 i). Thus for G >-o.~, t wo di f f erent waves are possible. 

For t he first v1ave the veloci~; is 4 .06 v m, and the damping f actor 

is • For the second wave t he velocity is 

-J-o-i.{ 4]I•"JJ)t 
2. 07 v m, and t he damping f actor is e 1.._..._ • The first wave 

thus has a velocity and a damping factor which is l arger than that 

obtained for negligible gra.vi -cy-, while the second wave has a velocity 

and a damping which is smaller than that obtained for negligible 

gravity. 

Discussion of the Results: Table II summarizes t he values of the 

velocities and damping factors discussed above. 

For w = 0, it .is clear that no velocity of t he ,raves c,.:.n be 

grea t er than ./gH. For if 4rn2v 2 i s greater than gH, t he velocity 

would not be real, if 4rn2 
11

2 is less than gH, the velocity will be 

less than ./gH. But even for Fi= 10 m., this would give a velocity 

of onJ.y 10 m. /sec. 

For w == (:X) 

value of 

, t he velocities are all of t hE) order of the 

Values of this quantity for various L and 

are given in t he first three columns of Table III. Since the velocity 

for small (G=O.l) gr avlty effect or negligible (G=O) gr avity effect 

is 2.22 (~-n:1 , it i s evident that with a vis cosity between 105 and 

106 c.g.s. units , velocities of the order of the ground roll velocities 



Suw;;.ar:r of Vel ociti~s fmd D£•.nminP," Factors uncle:c V& .. riout, Condit.i ons 

I)) ..,, u c.AJ;oo 

(A) 

Velocity V= ?-?. l(~) 
G Negligible No Wave Motion 

- 3.5:i,, (41r•;l )+ Daro.ping D ,.-:: e 1... .... 

(B) G ::: .1 G::: 10 

V = 2.. .1.,. ( 111 ~ V == 4-0~L,.ffV) V = '.\-01(1:1117 G Not Velocity V= ~ '.\ H. 'l~-y~ 
I.. - -1 l-- 2 L Neglig:5.ble 

-~-t D - 3-51- (1)I:Y )t -Ho(•m1.•,'_)t -1-oi(~}t D&.mping D= e ,._ .... :::: e L. .. P, ::-e ._,. ]l,_::.e 

T,IBLE: III 

for Various L and -v 

L (m.) ~ (im./sec.) 41T 1.v (/'lR.(,- ') 
L ~ 

-;1 -= 105 6 
-pl-::: 105 ;I-- 106 c. g. s. ,):::. 10 c.g. s . c. g. s . c.g.s. 

1 62.8 628 . 394.4 3944. 
.-; 

31 .I+ 314. 98.6 986. "-

3 20. 9 209. 43.8 438. 

6 10 .5 -(H .. 
. l..v;) o 10,9 109. 

10 6.28 62. 8 3.94_ 39.4 

')(~ ,._,j J.14 .31.4 .99 9.86 

'2,-, ..,.., 2.09 20.9 .44 4.58 

50 1.26 12.6 .158 1,58 
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are possible for small (1 to 6 m.) wave lengths. For t he usual ground 

roll wave lengt hs, however, the velocity would be too small. 

The damping cocffi.cients are determined by the ve.lue of L{Tr 1. 71 
L"'-

Values of thi s quantity are given in t he last t wo columns of Table III. 

It is clet~ the:~ ~or wave lengths which give velocities of the order 

of the ground roll velocity, t he dan1:;_Ji ng h : t oo l arge. For eXJ:t'.npl e , 

suppose L = 6 and 
6 ,) = 10 c.g.s. units. By Tabl e II, the damping 

Hence, the wave which travels with factor will be 
_ 3-51. (<-11f'-Y) t e l... .... 

a velocit-.t of 2 x 105 = 210 m./sec ., will be drunped do,m to 1/e of its 

ini ti ~1l value it1 __ l __ _ 
- J.52 X 10~ 

= 0.0026.0 sec . 

are 

For the case of G = 

V 
1 

and 2.07 m 7) 

10, by Table II t he velocities will be 

Bu.t since G = g/m3
J> 

2 = 10, the velocities 

2.07/gL/20tt. For Las large as 

100 :m., the velocity of v1 will be only 16.2 m./sec., and the value 

of v2 will be even smaller. Clearly, for a large value of the gravita

tional term, the values of the veloci tw wiJ.1 be t.oo snall to be of aey 

interest in the pres ent problem. 

It mp..y be concluded t hat there is no poss ibil.:i.ti'J of any of the 

above waves giving a. velocity and wave l ength as large a s t hat of the 

ground roll. 

Effect of Atmosphere on Rayleigh WaYes . 

'l'he velocity of the ground roll r anges f'ro;u 130-550 m./sec . 

Most f requer1tJ~-v it is about .300 m./sec. or fairly near the Yeloci "tlf 

of sound in air (344 m./sec. at 20° C.). The early seis,:lic proGpectors 



observ:ed t ha.t they felt a rolli:ng motion underfoot more or less 

sirm.1ltaneously w:LtJ.1 the audible noise of the dyna.in.ite blast. As a 

result, it became conceivable t hat t here ~as so.mo r el ation between 

the ground roll and the sound wave in air. 

Angenheister1 appears to have been the first to distinguish 

between the ground roll and the sound wave. He found that the period 

of the sound wave was about 0.01 sec. while the period of t hEi ground 

roll was about O.J. sec., and he plotted the two different travel 

time curves. 
10 

Later Gutenberg brough·t out the point t hat the ground 

roll was frequently observed even when the charge had been buried to 

such a depth that no sound was audible. Hence t here was good evidence 

that the sound wave and the ground roll were unreh.ted. 

On the other ha.."'ld, the fact t hat the ground roll had approximately 

the velocity vf sound in ah~ remained unexplainect. In .: .. ttempting to 

establish some theoretical com1ec-;;ion bet w<Jen the g.cound roll fu°1.d the 

air wave, Ba-t.e1n@6 discussed the i nfluence of t he atmosphere on the 

propagation of Rayleigh waves on a flat homogeneous isotropic earth. 

His investigation brought to light t...'1.e existence of a "seco:i:idary 

Rayleigh wave," t he v'eh•city Gf whlch was found ·c.o be l ess than or 

greater than the ordinary Rayleigh 1.Hwe velocity > depending on the 

atmospheric co11di ticms. His theory thus offered a possible explanation 

of the observed range of veloci ~' of t hn grounrl roll. Unfortunately, 

however , t he amoun t of energy carried by t his "s,~condo.ry R.-zyl eigh wave" 

could. no t be deter,i1ined except by aJl ari.aly sis of t he parti t icn of 

wave ener gy at t .Ji.,3 source of the w&.ves, a pr oblei:: of considerable 
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of this "soconda.:;_7 R:.,iyleigh wave" f or t;he problem treated here was 

neVE3r defi nitely established alth0ugh its i mportance in other problems 

is not ques tioned. Furthermore, the severe conditions which were 

i mposed on the atmosphere in Bat emen' s t heory rather 1.i.mited t,he 

pla.usibili ty of expla..ini:ng tJ.1e gr,ound roll by means of this "secondary 

Rayleigh wave." 

Surface ~aves on a Visco-Elastic Medium. 

Arakawa-Z has studied the propagation of periodic surface waves 

on a visco-elastic medium. His theory includes both Rqyleigh a..rid 

Love wave types of periodic disturbance. 
"'l, 

Sezawa> has made a similar 

study for the diffusion of tremors. However, since certain terms 

have been omitted in Sezawa I s c:Uscussion, it is pref era.ble to consider 

Ara.ks.we.' s treat nent .• 

Since t he Rayl eigh wave theory for a visco-elastic mediu.'Tl has 

been considered only for an homogeneous isotropic medi'mn, it f ails to 

correspond to t he physicr,.1 situation, not only because of t he change 

of elastic constant;;; nth dept>h, hut also because of t he change of 

viscosity with depth. This makes it undesirable to a ttempt to apply 

the Rayleigh wave t heory to t he seismic results. 

The Love wav0 theory f or u visco-eb.st:tc medium, however, is 

based on assumptions more appllcable to the surface of the earth. 

The v .,~;ric.ticn of eh.stic coust-ants and viscosity with depth is taken 

into account by t he consi(foration cf a stra.tum of constants / 1, A 
1' 



I I 

/t 1 , ;\ 
1

, /1
1 

o-.;e:cly ing a su0s t..ratum of co11st<.1.nts f 
2

, 
I 

\ 2, /"i where 

?= 
,,\)1, = 

I / 

}\.} ~ = 

density 
/ 

Lame1 s constants 

rotational and irrota·tional viscosity coefficients, 

and the subscripts 1, 2 correspond to the stratum and the subst,ratum 

I n considerinrt, the· propagation of pcrioi:Uc naves oi the Love 

• • , . A~" t, .. f. • .;.• •c• 1 v-1ave -cype on such a. meQJ.um, .tU. aicawa · cte :i.rrea a ce1· va.J.n cri vl.Ca wave 

l ength Lt• Fer r;av-e lengths lc,ss t.h&n I't' no V!c'.Ye propage.tion was 

possible . He alsc deduced exprE:ssicns for t..h.e vo1ocity and the damping 

of the waves that were possible. No attempt was made to evalu.:~to the 

velocity or the d :J..:.'rping, in +..,erll:S oi' phys.icd. cons t aut s . Since 
12. 

Iida has found t he order of ma.gnit,ude of these constants for t r1e low 

velocity hyer, it is of interest to the ground roll problem to &)ply 

them to Ara..\:a.wa' s t heory. 

The critical wave length LL is given by the r el :~.tion 

(17) 

where s is to be determined from the equation 

(18) 

1-1 = 1-syo::c thickness. 



(19) 

it is clear that as sH increases from Oto u/2, fll increases f'rom 

0 to (X) • 

Writing (17) in the form 

(20) 

it becomes evident that s 2H2 is negligible compared with /-If 1/f, H'- • 
;'t('-

Fo:r example, m1ppose 

ft = 2 

/1-, = 109 

I 
10

6 
units /l, = c.g.s. 

II - , 
m • .I. ·~ in accord.ai.1.ce with the 1~es·...J.ts of Iida. The value i'oimd .for 

'Will be 800. The maximum value of (sH) 2 is (tt/2) 2 :::: 2.47, which is 

negl:LgiblB co1J.pt1..red wi"vh 800. For lu.rger Vt.:u.ue:5 of 

values of Al.I ( H)2 ·--. . -~ - . ~--~· 
; v 

1
, ::1 v1:w..J. oe S't!J..LI.. more u11..1.mpor\Jc)..J.J.1.. 

(21) 

;{I{ or mnaller I , , ... 
Hence 

For the values of -tho ph:tdc:.:.J. qua.ri·Li ties ~BS1..Tled, L = o. 2 m. Thus 

it a.ppears that all waves in the seismic range of wave length RrA 

pon sibJ .. e. 

'l."ho veloci t,y is gi v-cm. by the f ormula 

(22) 
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In order to compute the velocity under a typical condition, it was 

assruned that 

f 1 = ( 2' H = 10 m. L = JO m. 

It was then possible to solve the transcendental equation (18) by 
/ 

graphical L"leans, and hence plot fH as a function of sH. Hence for any 

given value of f"H, the value of s/f could be found. Substituting this 

value and the assumed value off= 2tt/L into (22}, the velocity could 

be found. For the case being considered, V was practically equal to 

t he ordinary Love wave velocitq,- without viscosity, V
0

• For L = 1 m., 

the velocity was V = 0.74 V0 • 

Thus it seems that the presence of viscosity will reduce the 

velocity of ordinary Love waves in the low velocity l~rer, but not 

appreciably at the usual ground roll wave lengths. 

The value of the damping coefficient is given by 

(23) D = 

d al f D -6.4t In the two examples just considere, the v ues o are e 

f L lo d e-lOOOOt for L = l m. or . = m. an Thus the shorter waves 

will be damped out more rapidly. This could offer a possible 

explanation of the preponderance of low frequency in the ground roll. 

For a viscosit;y of 105 c.g.s. units, the value of D for L = 10 m. 

in the above case would be e-0 •64\ a value which is of' the order 

of t..1-ie ground roll damping. 
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Elastic Surf ace Waves. 

In the introduction, certain objections to the explanation of 

the grouna roll by mea_?J.s of simple elastic t h eOI".f were given. For 

this reason, the follow:ing part of the ground roll investigation was 

carried out with the intention of more thoroughly examining t h.e pos

sibility of rigorously applying the results of theoretical investiga

tions to the data. Before attempting to a.n.acy-se the data, however, 

a discussion will be given of the t heoretical results which 1i1ight be 

of particular interest in connection with the ground roll. 

2,8 

Theoretical Backgrou~gJ The results of the theory of El.<1.ylcigh 

waves on the su:rfa,ce of a pl 2.ne homogeneous isotropic elastic half

space are well know-Jl. On such a medium, the motion of a particle will 

be confined t o a vertical pl ane passing through the source of t.he 

disturbance . The pa1~ticle will describe an ellipse in a r ntrograde 

sense. The ratio of the length of the major e.xis to t he l ength of 

the rm.nor HX..i.s of the ellipse will be 1.46 for Poi::.t.son 1 s rat.io 

tr= 0.25. The major axis is vertical. Thus the amplitude of the 

vertical component of motion is 1.46 times as ereat a s t.hat of tJ1e 

horizontal component of motion, For the sa,11e value of rr , the 

velocit,y of t.rie Raleigh waves is 0. 92 V
6

, where V8 i s the velocity 

of shear waves in the medium. 

In the introduction, a discussion was given of the general nature 

of the dispersion which results when surface waves are propagated on a 

layered elastic medium. Although for Love waves, the specific dispersion 

relation was found in the early work of Love~O it was t'.e zawa.31 who first 



cvfilp'.Ut.ed the dispersion curve for the more complicated case of F..2..yleigh 

waves. H.i.s comput ations were based on the a.ssmnptions that the 

/ 

densit~ of the stratum p was equal to t,he density of the sub-

stratum f , and that Poisson's ratio was equal to 0.25 in both 

media. He found the dispersion curve for various values of the ratio 
/ 

, where )1 , / are the rigidities of the stratum :,1J1d 

substratum respectively. The curves which he obtained are shown in 

Fig. 3. He represented the dispersion curve by plotting V/V1 as a 

function of L/H, where V 
1 

= /jf?' , the velocity of shear waves 

in an infinite medium composed of the stratum material. Vis the 

velocity of the waves , Lis the wave length, and His the thickness 

of the stratum. 

---------------------, 
Dispersion or Elastic Waves over Stratified Surface. · 
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Thi u uet.~od of ~epresenti:ng the dispersion curve is desirable 

because it, takes into account the possible variation of H or v
1

• 

In attempting to interpret physical data , it may be found that t..~e 

value of II does not rerJ.ain constant, or perhaps the value of v1 does 

not remain constant. It i s sesn :that for this method of plotting, a. 

single dispersion curve is possible, even with this variation, 

provided that the rigidity ratio remains constant, 

If the_ curves of Fig. 3 be compared with Love wave curves 

obtained under the same cond.i tions, it is found that the:r are very 

sj milar, in agreement with the advance predictions of Love.1.o 

ill of these investigations were made for the case of periodic 

waves. The more extended problem of the pr·opagation of a pulse in 

s. dispersive mediULl has been treated by Sezawa "arid. Nishimura.37 They 

show how a pulse in a dispersive mediUlil will split; up into two oscil-
/ 

l a tio:us travelling outward. 1'his is indicated for various /1- / fl 

in Fig. 4. The number of complete oscillations to be found at any 

given dis ta...i.Ce i s found to increase with . distance. The leading and 

trailing parts of' the disturbed port;ion take their positions at 

, 

distances v
2
t and v

1
t from the origin, where v2, v1 are the velocities 

of the Rayleigh wa.vss on half spaces composed of the material of the 

lower and upper media respectively, a..'"ld t is the travel time of the 

pulse. The leading pa.rt of the oscillation will be composed of t he 

longer wave lengths. 'This is to be expected from dispersion theory 

in which greater velocities are prc>dicted for larger v1av-e lengths. 

The most dominant length of the wa.ves in t.t1.e oscillatory part _5e.ems +0 be 

controlled by the dispersion relation, and not by the t,ype of the 
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Propagation of a Pulse in a Dispersive Medium. 

x = distance from source 

t = time 



original motion. The most conimon featurg to be remarked in 

eonnect1on with thQ clisrersed waves is that, the longer the r ange of 

the disturbed portion, t r-.e labs will be the genel"al 1ne4.,,nitude of 

amplitude of tlie vitn•a.ting moHon. Finally, the grea·te:r the value of 

l'//t 1 
• the ueater will be the range of the disturbed :portion. 

a..'11.d the t'requency of the o::;cillation . fh-e importance to the ground 

roll problem of this investigation ls that it offt1tn a, !1 0913ible 

explanation of oscillatory motion resulting from a sin&le pulse; 

In bh original ane.lysis of the dispersion of Rayleigh waves, 
31 

Se2ava found a uingl.e dispersion curve corresponding to a given value 

of the rigid1 ty ratio. Fu.rthemore, his calculations of the veloci t)' 

ns a funetion of 'L/K called fo:t ~-t eontinuoita,. smooth e,:u-ve ( see 

Fig. 3) for eve17 vz.luc of the ratio /j?<- • which he ~mployed. 

HoweveI', in subsequent nialysea.. in att:empting to extend tne r~.nge 

of v~lu.es of the ratio l'/1" to lower values. ha discovered a 

discontinuity 1n the dispersion curve at a value of L/B equal to 4.622. 
34 

li'urther work indica.te-<l. th$.t i:.here were actually two dispersion curves. 

as ab.own tn Fig.5(a) • for the eas~ of /? ; 1/20~ For s~1c

e2ssively smaller valu~r; of the ratio/'~ • he found that the points 

0 and 0 1 of simila r. di~ersion curves. approc--tehed es.ch other 

?.nd the di.sc~ntin.uiti.ec became more pi-onouneed. In the practically 

idee.1 case of /' ~ ;;; 1/00 • be found that the pointe O and o• 

coincided as shown in :Y'ig. 5 (b). 
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Discontinuities in Rayleigh Wave Dispersion Curves 

In a previous analysis of thi3 relation between the thickness or 
a surface h ,yer :;i_nd the e,mplitudEiS of' dif)persive P.l.lJ1leigh waves., Sezawa 

and Ka.md.3~ had found that the amplit,ude of' Rayleigh waves transmitted 

t hrough a stratified layer was a .maximum for a certain value of L/H, 

It was further ascertained that t.bere wero two peaks in the resonance 

curve of the wav·es.. One of ·these pee.,ks represents the :prevalent 
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0::.:cill&.ticu e; f PJ.1yl.:1ie:h waves , while the ot,Ler concerns e. lliere resonance-

like condition of bodi~' waves transmitted along t he surface lcYer. 

Now it developed t.."1.a:t the dispersion eurve AOB of Figs. 5 (a ), (b) 

corresponded to the former, whil e the di spersion curve CO'D cor

responded -to the latter. Oompu-ti.ng the :eelative amplitudes on the 

surface .of the horizontal and vertical compox1ents u, w, respectively, 

for both dispersion curves, Sezawa33 obtained the r esonance peaks shown 

in Fig. 6, y'jhere the dotted antl full curves correspond vrl th those of 
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Fig. 6 

Resonance of Rayleigh and Body Waves 

Fig. 5. In ot.~er words , a H~.;rldgh wave resonance wae found at L/H ~ 2 

and a bodily wave resonance L/H z 7. The important si gnificance of 



the point O now becomes clear. It occurs at precisely the srune value 

of L/H, namely 4.622, that the discontinuities of u, v occur. 

It must be admitted that the entire analysis has been based on 

;((,// It the value of / 
1 

= 1/ V" • However, if one recalls the original 

dispersion curves of Sezawa (Fig. 3) it will be remer.a.bered that for 

values of L/H somewhat smaller than 4.622, the curves are not only 

simil.n.r 111 shtq.Jc, lmt also not. extremezy d5.ff~-irent in vs.lue, over a 

,dde range of values of /t(lj /' Eear:L:o.g in mine: that the car:;e cor-

res;.,oncling to /'I/ ::: 1/rn seoms quite plausibly the lin:L ting 

case of dispersion at fini to vaJ:ues of' , :i.t seems reasonable 

to expect a somewhat sirr:ilr.r Rayleigh r-esonauce for the case 

::::: 1/20, say, and quite pr obabl~/ a somevefhat similar body 

wa.vo resonance., too. 

of a surface hyer a.nd the axnpli t udes oi' Love Vii!i.Vfs , a:nd thq found 

a reso.na.nco neat' the same velue of 1/H for which the Hey-1..,igh v1ave 

resonance was f ound. 

who predlcted a raaxi:muw. of a.rn.pli ·tude of su:..·f aee value of' L/H c:or-

reJ~)ondi:ng to t he mintimim of the group velocity, provided the dispersion 

:..'elation was of' the typo already discu0sed. the group veloc.i:l.y C is 

defined by the r·elat.ion 

(24) 

where Vis the phase velocity corresponding to L. It can easily be 

shown t hat the minimum group ve:Locit,y will occur at the value of L/H 



theoretic.~l resul:t, t,ha t thL: VP..lue of L/ H gi-rcs a r:i.a...un11.1Jn a1.'1pl i tu<le, 

g:-Nup velocity • 

.Au exa.m:i.natLm of Fig . 6 ,a.a:-ces it cl ear t ha.t t.he rat.lo of ·t.;~e 

a.'npli t,udes o:f t.l1e ve:cticA.l and hori ~ontal components ls not. a cons·tant 

Fig . 7 i;-:i givm1 t.I1e :rat io of ho:rizontal t o v0:r·tlcal P.l7l.pl:'1. t.ud.1; at, the 

--- ------
2 4 6 8 10 11 14 16 18 lD 

' L ' --+ 

- 5 ' H ' ' ' 
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Fig. 7 

Ratio of llorizont tl and Ver t ic~l Ampl i tudes at the Sur f ~ce 
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surface a.s a function of L/H. As before, full lines correspond to 

Ra~rleigh waves; dotted lines to bodily waves. It appears that for small 

values of 1/H, u/w = 1/1.46 as for the case of a homogeneous medium. 

For values. of L/H less ·than 4.622 the ratio has approximately t..liis 

value. But for greater values of L/H this is not the case a.tall. 

The horizontal component becomes much larger. Furthermore., the 

motion is no longer retrograde since u/w is negative. Although this 
/ 

discussion has been based on the i~ c!ase of /It /)l = 1/ ao , 

Lee2~,2l has found corresponding re:s111ts for constants which are 

physically possible. 

Quite a. different aspect of elastic surface wave propagation has 

been considered by Meissner. 2~ He has considered the passive vibrations 

of a layer resting on an elastic half space. His analysis is sLrnilar 

to that for elementary Rayleigh waves and Love waves, except that the 

condition of zero stress on the surface is not considered to hold. 

Instead the stress is supposed equal to the inertial force per unit 

area of the vibrating layer. In the consideration of Rayleigh waves, 

Meissner2~round that two different waves existed. The dispersion 

curves Ri R
2 

are shown in Fig. 8, together with Love wave dispersion 

curve Q. L/2#H has been plo·l.ted as a function of K, v;here K is 

V/V
1 

for the Rey-leigh waves, and V/V1 for the Love waves. v1 is 

the velocity of shear waves in the lower medium, and VR, VQ are the 

velocities of the passive vibrations for Rayleigh waves and Love waves 

respectivezy. Lis the wave length of the waves and His the thickness 

of the upper layer. 
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for 

"' It is see11 that L/2."(ll greater than 0.67 tho second Reyleigh 

wuve R2 is not possible. As L/2ffH becomes very large, the first 

Rayleigh wave sind the Love wave approach 'their respective velocitieo 

for the case of no layer. 

0 .___ _ __.__._ _ _._ __ ......_ _ _. __________ ___, 

0,5 0.07 1 l- / 2 

1/2.rrH --
3 

Fig. 8 

Theoretical Dispersion Curve for Rayleigh and Lov0 Waves 

for the Passive Vibrations of a Layer 

Meissner2f> also found that for er = 0.25 the r atio of vertical 

to horizontal amplitudes of the Rayleigh wave varied from 1 to 1.4$ as 

1 varied from O to oo • 
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There is another theoretical point, apart from these considerations, 

which is of interest inasmuch as it gives sorae idea of the nature of 

the pbysical process of the formation of Rayleigh waves, and is of 

practical interest in the interpretation of the data.. As has been 

mentioned, Lamb19 found that iri order to satisfy the boundary conditions 

on the surface of an isotropic, homogeneous, elastic half-space which 

is struck a sharp blow on its surface, it is necessary to add to the 

integral solution of the problem, another integral which amounts to 

the superposition of a Rayleigh wave on the other existing waves 

which are present. 

If a disturbance occurs below the surface of such a medium at 

a depth which is large compared with the wave length of the longitudinal 

wave approaching the surface, the wave front striking the surface is 

essentially plane and the boundary conditions on the surface can be 

easily satisfieo.8• lb.en, however, the depth of the shot is comparable 

to the wave length, no combination of the original and reflected waves 

will give zero stresses over t.rie boundacy, because of t.rie curve.ture 

~ .4 . 7 ~ of the wave front. Nakano, Banerji, Coulomb, and Sakai, have 

ha..'1dled the problem analytica.JJ.y, extending t rid clarifying the work of 

Lamb. 

The results of Banerji4 are typical and of interest. Considering 

the center of the disturbance to be of a dilatational nature lying at 

an internal point of the bocy, he found that near the epicentre, there 

appears only an irrota.tional wave and its amplitude is inversely pro

portional to the distance R from the hypocentre. At a. large epicentral 
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distance, Rayleigh waves and equivoluminru. waves appear besides the 

irrcitational wava. The amplitude of the Rayleigh waves is inversely 

proportional to r (r:::: f!picent:rs1. distance). That of the equivolumi11al 

wave is inversely proportional t.o R when the depth d of the hypocentre 

is large compared with the wave length (but small compared tor), but 

it is inversely proportionaJ. to r 2 when d is very sm.all. Wit.hin the, 

intervening region, the matter is generally complicated. It cen be 

said approximately that Rayleigh waves do not appear within the epi

central distance defined by 

(25} 'I' :: -u¼d -

{ 'lS','- - --~· 

and that the equivoluminal waves do not appear within the epieentral 

dis"t8.llce defined by 

(26) 

where v
1

., v
2

, and v
3 

are the veloci·ties of propagation of the irrotational, 

equivoluminal and Rayleigh waves respectively. 

Finru.J.y, it must be remarked that no attempt was made in the 

preceding discussion to give a complete survey of the literat'ure of 

possible importance to the ground roll problem. Only those results 

have been given which appea.r to be most pertinent to the present 

analysis. 

The extent of the literature on elastic SUI'i'a.ce waves is 

enormous, J)'or the convenience of future investigators, a bibliography 

is given on page 100. It, is a collection of papers of general interest 

to the ground roll problem. These references are not ciisc'Ussed in this 

pap01·, but form a general background. for the whole study. 



Exam:i:nai:.-~ on of Sei Side Data: The results will no~v b~ given of an 

exe,..'!lirmtion of various s eisnic d,~ta. Some of these data wer e available 

c1.t -the Ce.l if'or ni.a. Inst:t t u t e of 'I\o.chnology, and the r enain.der ~:ere ob-

tz.inod from thn f ile s of tJ1e Rtanolind Geophysicr-..1 Labor a t or,1. The 

pri mary aim of t he study is to examine -the grou..lld roll dispersion 

indicated by seisnLi.c record1J , a.nd to see to what extent it suggests 

the, previously considered theoretical properties. The basis of the 

is;ntire analysis r ests on the hypothesis that t he gr ound roll which 

i s ohoerved with a. vertical seimaometer is the vertical component 

of e. type o:f Rey-leigh wave. Later, in order to test the validity of 

this assumption, some results will also be given of an investigation 

with a three-component seismometer. 

Data. from Yosemite, California 

It. has been mentioned in the i ntroduction that ground roll data 

was obtained by a seis~ological eA-pedition from California I nstitute of 

Teclmology to Yosemite. The pu.:rpo s0 of t..½i s expe3 i tion r,-as primarily 

to asccrk1in the t hickness of the alluvial f ill i n the Yosomi te gorge. 

Conaequently, the apparatus used was desi gned f or seismic rof lcction 

work, and ,-vas no t particularl.7 suited for the observa. tion of the ground 

However , becnuse the shot, depths were so sm::;.11, :.:,.ppre ci able 

gr oimd roll wa.s ob served i n maJl,;l' of -the :rc~co1·ci;:; . 

A rough examina tion of the Yosemi. te grour .. d roll dat l:i. s eemed to 

i ndica t e sone dependence oi' t he velcH~i ty u:n t he we.Ye length. In a 

mor0 ca reful tm,::,.}J7 Si3 , it i s desira.blo to tdt.e i nt o a ccou.nt t he pos-

s i bl e variation of t hi cknes :B of t,he 10°:;r -vcloci ty hyer as woJJ. a6 



posGibl~ vnloci ty of t :1.e low "Teloci ty 

not co.nt ul:.a 

:ic(.:ura tc infor~c12 tio:::1 on the t.hicknes f:i and veloci b;,r of the.: 107-i velocity 

leyer . I z1 order t(.\ u se the ,fo.ta fer inte:r·pret!j_tion on the basis nf 

dispersi on, it. is noc3s:::ary to assu:;1e £:J, value of t he co;11j_'.)ressi onal wave 

in the lor1 v0loci ty 1aJ·or. Froii1 t he timl:: cn.,1.rvo of a 

r efraction :;n·ofi1e , it \,a £ f ound t.t.e.t i t took a timG S f 01~ a. comp res-

sicnal wave to travel \rortically downwards from the explosion to the 

base of the low velocity layer and then upwards to the surface. Hence 

from the as su,-ned value of v1 and the known value of S , the thickness 

H of the low velocity layer could be celculated. The velocity of the 

high velocity ma·teriel below the low velocity layer was known to have 

roughly the same value of 1600 m./sec. throughout the entire area 

considered. 

The assumption of a value of the velocity v
1 

is generally 

undesirable for two reasons. First, an, incorrect veloci tr; mey be 

assumed; second, the value of v. mey vary over the regio11 considered • 
. L 

The first objection was overcome to some .extent by selecting t..hree 

possible velues of v1, and carrying through the complete analysis 

for each value. The values assumed for v
1 

were 200, 400, a,nd 600 

m./sec. This r1.1nge of velocity quite likel.,y included the correct 

value of v1• The second objection rem~ns, although for the area 

included by the data, the nature of the upper part of the low velocity 

layer seemed to be t he same . 



The vnl •10s o-Y: t hn 1.•m.w~ J.0ngt h ;., were computed from the welJ. known 

r Bl1=i.t:i.on L == VT, wl1.e-r•3 in this case V i s th0 observed ground roll 

"Teloci 't:J and T i r:l t he obs~rverl ground roll ?e:d od . The val ue of L/H 

war, t..1-ien com·puted for each L, where E i.s t he t hickness of the lo-w 

velocity l ay er, comput ed as 1cscribed pr.-e"'.riousJ.y. The ground roll 

v~loci ty was -plotted as a function of L/H .for ea.ch of the t hree 

Th8 r ~sults are shown in Fig. 9. 

It i s to be noticed t hat tha assumption of v1 = 200 and 

600 m .. /se-e. gives a considerable scattering of points . No ver.1 

definite curves a.re indicated, but the possibility of dispersion 

exists , F'or v1 = 400 m./sec. there is some suggestion of two d.is

persion curves. 

For small v~uues of L/H; the velocities appear to approach the 

values 250, 200 and 150 m./sec, for the values of v
1

::;:: 200, 400, and 

600 lll./ sec. res pee ti vely. Evidently the assumption of v1 = 400 m. /sec. 

is the only one which gives the 3,pproxima.te Rayleigh wave velocity to 

be expected at small va.lues of L/H. 

Regardless of the value of v1 which has been assumed, it is to 

be noted that there is a m..."l.I'l!::ed preponderance of points in the region 

of' L/H between 0.5 a.nd 4. TheoreticalJ.y33 it has been seen that a 

Rayleigh wave resonance should occur in this region of L/H. The 

la~ge number of points obtained for L/H between 1 and 3 for 

v1 = 400 m./sec. mi ght be indicative of a possible Rayleigh wave 

resonance at L/H approximately equal to 2. 'l'his sta tement is based 

on the f act that the Rayleigh waves which exhibit such resonance will 
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a l a:rgo numb•:::):;:- of poirrt.i:. ;:;.t. a :;,articu1ar L/H necessarily :rrove the 

curve for 

e.:ls:'.)-ersion C'.ll°V',~ oorrr"spo:1dS.ng to a. slightly different rig:l.di ty 

ratio, or else th-3 i~terpretation of the da te. in terns of twc c.U.t~tinet 

dirpersion cur-cres would have to be abandoned. 

The data are not accurate enough in certc:J.n r espects to permit 

the draw:Lng of very definite conclusions, but on the basis of the 

assrunption of v1 ::: 1~00 m./sec .. , the observations n.ru not necessarily 

inconsistent with the theory of dispersion in a h-zy-ered u1::1dium. On 

the other hand, ~11ere ma.Y be othor causes of the observed dicpersion. 

Data from Fresno, California 

Perhaps more impressive than the Yosemite aria.J.ysis is the use 

of dispers:ton theortJ to explain certain anomalous varia:~ion of the 

ground roll velocity near Fresno, California. The data for t his 

region are presented in the first three columns of Table IV. The 

second column gives the obr:erved phase velocity V of thE.• grou:r,0. roll ., 



Grou:nd Roll Da :·,a l'ro.m F'r~9,1 _ _9a,1if vr-:nia. 

Spread V T L L/H V/V
1 

(obs.) V/V
1

(calc.) 
f ·"t ) (ft,,/8ec.) r ~e[> ) (ft.) \.1. •• ';) .. -, . 

20G-.320 740 .135 100 3.0 1.1 1.28 

1000--1120 J.520 .12 182 5.5 2.2 2.os 

the lo·n> velocity layer was found to be 1200 ft,/sec. Th;;) thickness 

H of this l8yer we.s 33 ft, In the materi2.l belo;s- t his l ayer, the 

ccmpre~?sion~J. wa.ve velocity Vr, was found to be 5730 ft./sec. With 
/;.. 

th:Ls in.f'orm1:\tion it is ;iossible to make a rough compA.rison of the 

obserYa t i on,s wl t.h v!na-1:; should be 1:;xpected from dis 1,ersion on the batlis 

of ce:cte.in assumptlons . 

If it be asswned ·&hat Poisson's ratio is 0,25 in both upper and 

lower layers, a.nd that the densities are t.he [-lame, the r a tio of the 

rigidities of the two media will be 

where f 
1

, jd
2 

a.re tha rigidities of the upper and lower media 

respectively. With these a.s_su.mptions thtj case under consideration does 

-not differ a great 9-eal from the theoretical case worked out by Sezawa.
34 

He considered -!;he di spersion of Rayleigh waves for the case of /t'lf«,1-."' ){o. 
In 01~de:c to eoinp,u•e the obse1~vutions with his theory, it wa.s ... 

c.cmvcmient to firs t eaJ.culs:te tho values of L/H with the corresponding 

; i.e. the velocity of shear waves 
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in the upper TIL:':'.terial. In t he fourt..1'i column. of Table IV the value 

of the wave length L is computed from the relation ,..,.T = L. The fifth 

column gives the value of L/H. 

Since the compressions.1 wave velocity in the upper layer is 

1200 ft. / sec., the shea.r wave velocity v
1 

i s 1200/./J = 69/~ ft./sec. 

for Poisson1 s r a tio= 0.25 in the upper layer. The computed values 

of V/V, are given in the si.xth column. The last colum..'1 indica tes .... 

the theoretical values of v/v1 for the corresponding values of 1/H 

given in the fourth column. These values of v/v
1 

correspond to the 

case of ffy{t2 = 1/20, which is appr o:>-d.mately the value of the 

ratio computed in (27), There is approximate agreement of the 

t heoretical 1::-i t h the observed values of V/V1 • 

On the other hand the value of L/R for the long spread is 5,5. 

This exceeds the value 4.622 which was found to be the value of L/I-I 

for which the amplitudes of the waves changed discontinuously to 

different values. By reference to Fig • . 6, it i s clear that for L/H 

greater than 4.622, th~~ value of the axnpli tude of the vertical 

component is quite small. If the observa tions were extremely accurate 

this observation ~oul d be a strong argument against the Rayleigh wave 

hypothesis. But if allowance is made for a possible error of 16 per 

cent in t he value of' L/H, the value of L/H mey actually have a value 

slightly less than 4.622. By reference to Fig . 6, it is seen that 

there is appreciable run.pli tude corresponding to ~my value of L/H .,. o-s) 

so long as it is· less than 4.622. There i s, however, en equal chance 

that the observed value of L/H is too small by 1~ 9er cent, which would 

d.efi:ni tely result in an inconsistency in the proposed hypothesis . 



Dat s. frc,c:1 Ar vi r: .?-.nd Korr:1 , Californi r~ 

o::i t rti ri voloci ti% c..:i rrespor<llng to a wide r ange of values <.1f L/H. The 

t.s;ie:n i :n regions :cie.a.r li.!·v.ln a.nd Ker n , Ctlii'or:n.i a ,i0r0 S6l0cted be:c :Ei:use 

of t he large r :mge o.f v ~:l ues of' H wr.:Lch wore i nvolveci . It wa.B t,hought 

t hat per haps t hi s woul d result in a large r ange of values of L/H. 

Thi s , however, was not found t o be ·the ease. 

'l'he data are collected i n 'l'able V. H is the thickness of the 

Tft.BLE V 

Ground Roll Data from Arvin and Kern, California 

Record H Vl V2 11/f, VA V T 

ft. ft./sec. ft./sec .. ft./sec. "'t / qec sec • .1. - .• .,.; .. 

1 40 1800 5900 10.s 1030 ll60 .075 

2 l.iD 1800 5900 10.8 788 $38 .075 

3 100 2000 6300 9.9 830 970 .10 

/4. 100 2000 6300 9 Q . .,. 830 970 .05 

5 100 2000 6300 9.9 1720 2480 .095 

6 "/0 2000 6300 9.9 1'760 2340 .085 

7 70 2000 6300 9.9 1040 1190 .085 

8 70 2000 6300 9.9 784 870 .085 

9 /4.0 1800 5900 10.8 1680 1930 .065 

10 116 2300 6100 7.8 947 ll20 .06 

11 116 2300 6100 7.8 813 959 .06 

12 40 1900 5500 8.4 2170 2600 .06 



data.; by mer,J::i.s of the relation A_ -=- 1J1. '1. • The sixth col~;t--in 
/!r 'lf, ... 

g.i ve~ the v0loci i'v of thE: ground. :rcll as dc-te:r.mined by dividing t!~e 

dist e.nce from shot hole:' to .seismomete!', by the time interval between 

timebreak and first a.rrival of the ground rol;J... Buch t:~ c:alcul1.1.tlon 

will not give the correct velocity. For, as has ber::n l!lentioned in the 

theoretical introduction, surface waves do not begin until after the 

compressional wave has reached the surface. It is necessary to take 

into account the time which elapses before the surface wave is formed. 

Therefore the uphole time was subtracted from t..h.e ground r·oll arrival 

time in calculating the true velocity of the surface wave. The seventh 

column gives the corrected ground roll velocity V. 

In Fig. 10, V/V1 has been plotted as a function of L/H where 

v1 = v1/l. 73 = the velocity of shear waves in the low velocity layE;r, 

and the wave length L has been found ±'r·om the relation L = VT. No 

cur,re has been drawn t..l-irough the points plotted, but the theorsd;ical 

dispersion cu1--v-e b1s been given. It ha~ been co:.:puted for ~ ,J ;1£ 1 = 10 

on the assumption of Poisson's re,tio = 0.2; in both upper and lov1er media, 

and that the densities of both media are the same. 

It is seen that all of the velocities correspond to values of 

L/H less th?.. . .,'1. 4. The larger of' these values of L/tl gives velocities 

which are greater tha.'1 the theoretical Ra;,1leigh wave velocity. The 
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Sv'aller values of L/ !I co1·r•e;;:p0:rld v.:i velocities lose than t.he t heoretical 

Rayl e i gh '!1a vc~ Velocity. ;i.lc,& t ,:; f t.ho point.f.c ~oom t.o belong to tho 1 3. tter 

group. The clmjter L)f the points about. the value of' L/H = 2 is ::.ug-

gesti ve of P.q10igh w,,r-i/e r eso:n.a r!.ce. 

":?or t.he l ar ge::: vah rns of L/H, t..he high veloci t i es perhe.ps I'M!,:r be 

associa ted w:i t h compr-es.sione,l \i\'av'efl in t he loi1 velocity l ayer. If 

t;hi8 be assumed, thE1re is lit,tle evi.denc(~ of dispersion preG(mted by 

the other points. The velocities for small L/H are genentlly sohle

what s :.1cllel0 t,han ·the theoretical ReylE,igh wave veloei ty, and the 

fluctuation of t he val ue of the velocitzy- could easily be due to 

slight variations of Poisson's ratio. 

On the other hand, if the high velocities do correspond to 

Rayleigh i7e.ves; there is some indication of a different type of dis-

persion law than t he one which is presented. 

Thr·ee Gompon~mt s of M(.ltion of Gr-cund Roll 

I n the reco1•ds of the ground roll previously comsidered, it was 

fouw:l. t hat the grou11d roll velocity was sometir.,er, appruY.irna t el;r equal 

to t !te velocity of Rayleigh waves. Thif:'. is of course a:;'.)pror.ima.t0ly 

the veloc:i. t y of Love waves too. Certain si:milB.:ri t.ies have also been 

pointed out in the nature of dispersion in layered lliGd:i..a of the two 

t ypes of waves . 

In Fig . 11 is oresent ed 2. s,dsmogr·rur. ii.1 which all t hh:ie components 

of motion of the ground roll ha:vo be,,m. :i.•eeordec1. The L .rst tra.ce 

point, and the third trace gives the horizontal transverse component. 
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Ground Roll in Three Components 

It will be observed t hat each component occurs in appreciable 

magnitude. This i s not a.l wa,_vs t he case. Sometimes the transverse 

component is observed to be very small. However, t he exist ence of 

a transver se component at once suggests t..1-ie possibility of t he 

presence of Love waves in the ground roll. The previous discussion 

has been based on t he hypothesis that t he vertical cor!T'_ponent of 

motion of t he ground r oll was t he vertical component of Raylei gh 

waves. I f such an assumption is valid, t he longitudinal component 

of motion of the ground roll would have to be t he longitudinal 

component of t he Rayl ei gh waves. But as has been seen i n t he 

t heoretical introduction, t here exists a certain r el ation between 

the amplitudes of the t wo components. Proof that t he t..heoretical 

hVw ~ 
v,, (VV 1,l d l1 
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relation exists would be an argument in favor of the proposed hypothesis. 

In addition, it would be an argument in favor of the hypothesis that 

the observed transverse component is the Love wave and not a transverse 

38 component of some other wave type, e.g. that of Uller. 

In order to examine the relation between the longitudinal and 

vertical components of motion, a diagram was constructed of the motion of 

a particle on the surface of the ground. A typical diagram of this kind 

is presented in Fig. 12. The figure was obtained by plotting the rela

tive values of the horizontal displacement as a function of the vertical 

displacement at successive intervals of time. These relative displace

ments were obtained directly from measurements on the seismogram. The 

plotting was started at a time so11Bwhat before the arrival time of the 

ground roll and was continued for several oscillations. Care was 

taken to insure tha t the measured displacements were plotted in the 

correct relation to the ground displacements. It is uncertain; however, 

to wha t extent Fig. 12 represents the true ground motion. 

The numbers in Fig. 12 indicate t he time. The arrows indicate 

the direction of particle motion. It will be noti ced t ha t the motion 

i s not immediately retrograde, but instead is irregular a t first , 

t hen goes into a forward cycle , and then becomes retrograde. 

The ground roll velocity for this s eismogram is 835 ft./sec. 

and it has a period of 0.0? sec. The thickness of t he low veloc ity 

l ayer was 35 ft. Hence the value of L/H:: 1.7~ From t heoretical 

considerations t he motion should be retrograde for this value of 

L/H. Instead the -first cycle is forward. wh ich would indicate a 

value of L/H larger than 4 .622. The l a te:i.· cycles are retrograde> 
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Particle iv!otion Due to Ground Roll 

but the ratio of maj or to minor a...~es of the eliipse is roughly 2.2 for 

thi.s pa.rticula.r seismogram. The exaJUination of the particle motion 

of other seismogra.ms i ndicates that as a general rule the ratio is 



about 1. 5 in P.greeraent with Rayleigh wave theory. However, the 

anomalous initial forward Cjrcle which is also usually observable, 

is not explanable on the basis of R~irleigh wave dispersion in a 

layered elastic medium, since the value of L/H is small enough to 

give a retrograde cycle. 

Summary 

Since t.l-1.e preceding series of investigations are of a some

what different character t..~an the one to follow, it is desirable at 

this point to summarize the results so far obtained: 

1. Gravitational waves in a viscous incompressible medium are far 

too slow to account for the velocity of first arrival of the ground 

roll. 

2. The importance of Bateman's secondary Rayleigh wave cannot be 

known without the solution of the complex problem of the partition 

of energy a.t t.l-ie source of the Rsyleigh waves. 

3. The theor>J of the propagation of Love waves on the surface of 

a layered visco-elastic medium indicates the possibility of velocities 

less than the shear wave velocity obtained without viscositw-. The 

rapid damping of ver-J short waves is also indicated. The possibility 

of obtaining a damping of the order of the ground roll damping has 

been demonstrated. 

4. An exa.mina:tion of seismic dat&. 011 the velocity of the ground roll 

has indicated that. the observat,ions are not necessari]s- inconsistent 

with the theory of dispersion of Rayleigh waves in a layered elastic 

medium, but, ·that there ,:i.ay be other causes of the observed dispersion. 
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Cert{;in a.nonalom: ground roll velocity var:i.ation near Fresno; 

California is possibly explenabl,1 on the hypothesis of dispersion 

in a layered elastic medium. For smi:!ll values of L/H, the velocity 

of the ground roll agrees roughly with the velocity of RtiyJ.eigh 

we.ves, bv.t these same velocities are associated with an initial 

anomalous forward cycl0 of the particle motion. Theoretically there 

is an inherent disadvantage in obtaining dispersion data on the 

ground roll by seismic means, because of the factor of possible 

resonance making the interpretation of the results difficult. The 

three component ground roll data suggest t..he possible co-existence 

of Love waves and Rayleigh waves. 



RELA'fION OF GROUND ROLL PRODUCED BY EXPLOSION AND 

SURFACE WAVE PRODUCED BY GROUND SHAK.EI( 

The purpose of this part of the investigation is to attempt to 

find the relation between the ground roll which is produced by an 

explosion, and the surface waves which are sent ou·~ when the earth 

receives a sinusoidal force from a ground shaker. In comparing t.he 

two phenomena, it is essential not only that the experiments be 

performed in the srune region, but also that the underground structure 

of the region be well known. Accordingly, the work is divided into 

three parts: 

1. Determination of t..'1.e underground structure of 

the region. 

2. The ground roll eXperiments. 

3. The ground shaker e>..1Jeriments,. 

Determination of structure of Region of EXPeriments, 

The area selected for the experiments was one known to exhibit 

t.l-ie ground roll. It was a relatively flat area. about 10 r:.J.iles east 

of Tulsa, Oklahoma. A rough idea. of the structure of the uppermost 

74 feet was obta.ined from the drilling log of the shot hole. The 

log was as follows: 

* Also called geo-oscillator, earth vibrator, earth vibration 
machine. 
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From (ft .) To (ft.) Formations 

0 2 Top Soil 

2 7 Yellow Clay 

7 18 Blue Shale 

18 20 Sl a te Brea.1.cs Labette 
Shale 

20 57 Bl ue &'hale 
(Penn.) 

57 73 Limes tone Br eaks in 
Blue Shale Ft. Scott 

73 74 Limestone LS. (Penn. ) 

I n order to know the veloci ty of t hese uppermost formations , the 

usual procedure of running a shallow r efraction profile was followed . 

Ten el ectr odynaIPic seismomet er s were used. The spreads empl oyed, the 

corresponding charges of dynamite, and t he shot depths may be sum

mari zed as follows : 

Seismometer 1 2 3 4 5 6 ,., 
8 9 10 

Charge Depth 
I (lb.) ( ft.) 

Distance 10 2.0 30 L~O 50 60 70 80 90 100 1/8 3 
(ft.) 

Distance 80 100 120 lli.0 160 180 200 240 240 260 1/8 
(ft.) 

Distance 140 180 220 260 300 340 .380 3/16 
(ft. ) 

D;t st a1:1ce .30 35 40 45 50 55 60 1/8 
(ft.) 

I n order. ·to secure t he fullest possibl e accuracy, sever al records 

~verc t a.ken w:i-th each spread, and in judging arrival times on the seis

nogrn.ms a cylindrical hand l ens was employed. All breaks were graded 

6 

6 

6 
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"Good,n tlFair," or "Poor" and averaged accordingly. Sample records 

are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. All travel times were rsferred to a 

3-foot shot depth. The final travel time curve is shown in Fig. 15. 

Fig• 13 

Refraction Shot - 31 Depth 
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Fig. 14 

Refraction Shot - 6 s Depth 
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li"'rcm t he travel time curve shovm in l<'i g. 15 it appears that 

three different media aro involved in t he r efraction profile. ?De 

t hickness of the fir st stratum i s given by t he well :t<-_nown formula 

(28) 

where D1 = the abscissa of the first break in the travel 

time curve = 12.0 ft. 

d = the depth of burial of seis-mometer = 0.5 ft. 

h = the depth of burial of shot = 3.0 ft. 

v 
1 

= t he compressional wave veloci t<;- in the first 

medium = 1200 ft,/sec. 

v 2 = t he compressional 'nave velocity in th.e second 

medium = 6000 ft./sec. 

The computed value of n
1 

was 6.5 ft. In the above computation, v
1 

and 

v 
2 

were obtained by measurement of the slopes of the first t wo se~ments 

of the travel time curves. The thickness T of the second l ayer is given 

by the well known formula 

(29) 

where tn = the intercept on the time axis of the third 

segment of the travel time curv0 

t' == the intercept on the time axis of the second 

segment of the t r avel time curve. 

The computed VD .. lue of T was ri. 8 ft. Hence in the region o.f the experi ments, 

t he underground structure was as follows; 
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Depth (ft.) Velocity (ft./sec,) 

0 - 6.5 1200 

6.5 - 18. 3 6000 

Below 18.5 8500 

Obse:!."Vation of the ground Roll Initi8.ted by Explosion. 

Although sor:1e r ecor ds o:f the ground roll were available for 

various areas in the generP l vi. ci:ni t y, it -v;as thought a.dYru1'~ageous to 

sec-ure records of t he ground 2:·011 in n pe.J~tiC'.-\lar locality- whose 

structUL~e was ver<;,/ well know-~. Hence grO-.l).1d roll records weI·e abt,3ined 

in exac-tly the same ai·ea as that in which t,he refraction profile was 

run. 

In the experiment s whlch were to be performed it was desirable 

to use an amplifier which was flat dovm to .frequenci es in the vicini 1i'.f , 

of groum3. roll frequency, which WE:.S ka.owu roughly to be between 10 o.nd 

20 cy cles per sec. (c.p.s.). Five channels of such an amplifier were 

HVailable. The response of these amplifiers was very flat. Their 

ga.tn wus 42 db.* from 5 to several thousand c.p. s . 

The seismometers used v--ere replicas in construction of those 

used in the refraction. work except that they possessed spring~ designed 

to give the seismometer a nat ural frequ.oncy of a,b01rc 20 c.p.s. Bight 

such seismometers were constrtJ,C-tied and the output and r esponse of each 

* A decibel (e.bbrevia.ted db.) :i.s the com.H1on urti t of mes,surement of gain 

of am:pl:,,fier. If ?1 = input power, P2 = output power;gain (db.) = 

10 log1o<P/P1)· 
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was determined by means of a shaking table. Low pa~s filters were used 

when it was desired to cut out high frequencies. 

The type of seismometer used has resnonse to rotational as well 

as vertical translational motion of the ground, since the hinge line 

of the spring and the center of gra.v:tw of the sprung mass do not 

coincide. I11 order to eliminate the rotational response, two 

seismometers are connected in series and oriented so that their 

masses rotate in opposite directions w'nen the ground is subjected to 

a given rotation. In other words the seismometers are placed nback 

to back, 11 and buried in this orientation in a single trench. 

Preliminary experiments were performed to see how well the four 

sets of seismometers matched. These seismometers had been paired 

together on t.he basis of equality of output a.s derived from shaJd?l..g 

table measurements, and since three sets matched ve-r.1 well from this 

data, it was expected that when tested in the field, at least three 

sets would be found to match there too. This was found to be the 

case; furthermore, the fourth set matched the other three to a suf

ficient extent to be usable for the experiments. 

The process of matching or bridling seismometers is performed 

as follows: the inputs of all amplifier channels are connected to a 

single seismometer and a record taken. If all the traces match, one 

is assured that t.~ere is no distortion difference between the dif

ferent amplifier channels. Then all t.~e seismometers are buried in 

a single trench and connected to their respective amplifiers and 

another record ta.ken. This record shows to what extent there is 

bridling among the seismometers. 



Page 64 missing. 
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An example of such a bridle is sho,m in Fig . 16. By means of 

t his bridle, it is possible to observe how well the seismometers matched 

in general response. Like\!ti.se it i s possible to note an,y phase shift 

in a particular seismometer. Such a phase shift would be the result 

of t he particular sei smometer hav:i..ng a slightly different natural 

frequency than others. On t his view, one should expect ·the amount 

of the phase shift to be different a t different parts of the record 

as a result of diff erent incoming frequ encies. Such is fo1md to be 

the case. In a particular bridle seismogram, an examination was made 

of the relative phase shift to be expected at different times r eferred 

to the time-break. For example, the data obtained from a. different 

record t han that shorm in Fig. 16 i s given in Table VI. 

7 

Fig. 16 

Sample of Seismometer Bridle 
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7.kRLE VI 

Time De14ys referred to Seismometer 1 

(F'rom Record F) Time from Time-break (sec.) 

Seismometer No. .52 .48 .43 .38 .33 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 

3 0 0 0 0 0 

4 -.010 -.009 -.006 -.010 -.007 

5 -.001 0 0 0 0 

It is to be noted that in general there is but negligible phase 

delay, but 11;hen it does occur it is quite pronounced. From Pig. 16 it 

appears that there is a consistency of values of observed frequency at 

a particular location. 

The seismometers nex~ were placed in pa.Lrs at distances of 20, 

40, 60, 80 feet from the shot point, and several records were taken. 

A sample record is sho·11/TJ. in Fig. 17. This pr-of lle was repeated using 

different co::abinations of four seismometers. Only four seismometers 

could be used at one time, because only four low-pass filters were 

availe .. ble. 

By r eference to F'ig. 17 it will be noted that the first four 

traces are not equally spaced. In order to more conveniently carry 

out the analysis of velocity of the different phases, the second trace 

wa s graphically shifted upward until the f our traces were 1:.,,qual:!Jr spaced. 
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Points directly below the various maxima were marked on the 

time axes (equalized as above described) and a straight line was 

drawn through the four points corresponding.to each particular phase 

of the ground roll. The slope of these lines, AA', BB', ••• , then 

gave the velocity of the various phases, A, B, •••• Since only 

four points were available, a knowledge of the phase delays expectable 

from a particular seismometer, as previously determined from the 

bridling experiments, was of great help in deciding how the straight 

line should be drawn. 

The periods of t he phase were obtained by measuring the time 

interval between the two minima enclosing the particular phase under 

consideration. The results of these measurements for a tYPicaJ. 

case are shown in Table VII, and the corresponding record is shown 

in :e'ig. 17. The second column gives the time interval between the 

TABLE VII 

Velocities and Periods of Phases in Fig, 17 

Phase t - t (sec .) 
80 20 

V (ft./sec.) Tl T2 T3 T4 T 
av • 

A .051 1180 .045 .045 ,048 .050 • 047 

B .042 1430 .045 .044 .047 .050 .047 

C ,038 1580 .051 .049 .049 .050 .049 

D .033 1820 .049 .05.3 .050 .050 .050 

E .0,31 .3150 .065 .052 .057 .053 .052 

F .025 3150 ,037 .047 .047 .045 .044 

(sec.) 

arriv:d of a particular phase at the seismometer at SO ft. and the arrival 

of this phase at the seismometer at 20 ft. In the third column the phase 
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velocity has been computed from the relation 

In the l e.st column of Table VII an average value cf the period for a 

particular phase is ta..'\cen. The letters in the t able correspond to the 

letters denoting the various phases of the seismogram in Fig. 17. 

These data. could be repeated at will with good accuracy. 

The relationship between velocity s.nd period is not clear'.cy" 

indicated by these d1:.ta. In a general way the increase of velocity 

as one approaches earlier arriving phases, is indicated. Likewise 

fill increase of period in this direction is suggested - until one 

arrives at the extremely early phases that are indistinguishable from 

the compressional waves . 

At first sight, the seismogram of Fig . 17 appears to be similar to 

a pulse propagated in a layered elastic medium. In the theoretical 

discussion of the oscillations pictured in Fig. 4, it, was noticed tha t 

t he number of oscillations increase with the distance from the source . 

This appears also to be the case for the seismogram shown in Fig . 17. 

'fhe general decrease in arnpli tude of the slower phases i;:3 also indicated. 

On the other hand, an examination of the data indicates that the 
37 

dispersive l aw which Sezawa and Nishiillllra assumed, is not valid in this 

case. The wave length L of the various phases nuzy- be f'o1md from the 

formula L = VT. Taking the thickness H of the low velocity layer to 

be 6.5 ft. as determined from the refraction profile, the values of 

L/H may. be computed. Since the experimentalzy found valu8 of the 

compressional wave velocity i:n the low velocity layer was 1200 ft./sec., 
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the shear wave Yelccit., v1 will be 1200/1.73 = 694 ft./sec. for 

Poisson's ratio equal to 0.25. In Fig. 18, v/v1 has been plotted 

as a function of L/H, for the sake of comparison with the theoretical 
34 

curv-o of Sezawa. His curve is given for approximately the correct 

value cf t he riGidity ratio in the case being considered. Clearly 

there is no inuica.tion of the type of dispersion curve predicted for 

a layered elastic medium. Instead the points all (wit,h ·the exception 

of F which may correspond to a compressional wave) lie 011 a. st,raight 

line. 

Tho existence of the linear· relation between values of L/I! = 8 

and L/H = 26 does not necessarily mean that the same :celation will 

hold for all L/H. In particular £'or very small values of L/H it may 

be questionable that the linear relation holds. For if it did, t he 

group Yeloci ty would b ,) exceedingly small. By equation (24), 

(31) 

where 

C 

C = group v,~loci ~.r 

V = phase velocitu. 

Cons0quent,J.y, the group velocity is equal to the phase vcloci ty at 

L/H = o. 'Thus if the velocity relation was linear a11 the way to 

t/H = o, the intercept of the straight line on the velocity axis 

should give the group velocity. The value of V/V1 at. L/H = 0 in 

Fig . 18 is 0.22. Hence the group velocit<J would be only 150 ft./sec. 

If the line z,zt be drawn through the principal maxima in Fig. 17, 

the slope of the line zzr should give th.:, group velocity. C,;::::: 400 ft./sec • 

. i s the value of the group velocity obtai:ned in this way. This i;;; alnoct 
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t hree times the value obtained by assuming that a linear velocity 

relation holds all the way down to L/IT = o. 

The e:Kple.nation of this discrepancy will be given after the 

steady state ~1--periments are described. 

Observations of Surface Waves I:ni tia ted by Ground Shaker. 

The sinusoidal vibra:tion of the ground by m~ans of a ground shaker 

offers a. good way of investigating t he dispersion of surface waves in 

the uppermost l ayers of the earth. The chief merit of this method of 

experiment ation is tha t the frequency of vibration of the tr,,; n of 

waves may be held constant. 

For reasons already given, tJ1e experiments were performed in the 

srune locality as those previously described. 'l'he frequency of the 

wav-es in the ground was known immediately from the frequency of 

-vibration of the ground shaker. At a short distance from the ground 

shaker, the response of a seismometer to the periodic ground motion 

was observed. Then one could not,e t..11.e phase difference between a 

maximum on the repeating wave form and a periodic time-break produced 

by a commutator arrangement on the ground shaker. This phase dif

ference was observed at 511ccessively increasing distances, and by 

plotting phase difference as a function of distance, a travel time 

curve was obt,ained. This travel time curve, being a straight line, 

allowed i mmediate computation of the velocity at the particular 

frequency of vlbration of the ground shaker. Thus, fer each frequency 

of t he ground shaker, the corresponding velocity could be found and the 

dispersion curve plotted. 



'->rk re of· t ·o cy- es. T'ne fi!'st. shaker 

{he ·e _f·& Jr Cc lled Sh :eer A~ to bo used wa already a.va.ile.ble at the 
,s 

St olinc'l L oratory. I I:, was of the _ olle-,t j_1 n'iular v iety, and is 

shom in Fi.·. 19. The E.Jlectric rao-t.or A ':VU.6 110 !. C. .Jingle phase 

Fi,. 19 

Sha.b:or A - Kelle;:, Pe:::idulc.r Tv_pe 



1725 R.P.M. incl1J.ction motor. The belts !.? • .nd. p1lll eys B mad8 possible 

frequencies of about 100, 80, 60, 50, 40, 30 cycles psr sec., of the 

shaft C. The la.tt0r was cou.p18d to e. Sha.ft E on the pendulum by means 

of e. rubber hose D. The shaft E r ot.at:~d a.'11 eccentric .mass F wh1ei"1 

supplied the necessary force. Mos t of the other details of the 

apparatus are apparelit from the photograph. Tht) force was applied 

to the gro1.m.d through a flat disc 1 f't. in dian~ter~ With this 

a')?parat.us satis.faet.ory sinusoidal motion could b.e obtained. 

This type of shaker worked very satisfactorily f or frequencies 

of 60, SO, 100 c.p.s. For lot.eJe!' frequen~ies , hoo;;ever, the ill1'11:1rent 

vibra.tion of th0 electrlc rno'k,r at 30 c.p.s. masked the vibrations of 

t he penduJ.ar ma.s0 . W'M.m ve.1·i ous attempts to el:i :7iinate t h.is back-

grou..'1.d vibration of the motor failed, it was concluded that the only 

sa.tisf;.1c·t<:;:r:-y cour.se of pro(~OO.,U'e l ey i n the dGsign of a. sh:,i.k1:Jr capable 

of providing larger forces at lower frequencies. Accordingly a new 

sha.ker, employing the same general principle aP that of the u. s. 
39 

Const & Geodetic S1.1.rVto'JS, was designed and constructed. 

This second shaker (hereafter called Shaker B) is shown in 

Fig. 20. One of the shafts, A is driven by coupling through a 

flexible shaft to a portable motor an.d pulley system capable of 

delivering frequoncies of' 12, 22, 39, 70 c.p.s. The rotation of this 

sh~ft causes th.e rotation in the opposite direction of the shaft C 

by ir.e8.ns of the gears B. Eccentric masses D:J_, D2, D.3, D4, are fixed 

to shafts so that their relative position adjusted to make vertical 

com1Jont'.:.r1ts of force to add and horizontal com1,)onents of force to subtract. 
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Fig. 20 

Shaker B - U.S. Coast & Geodetic Surveys e 

Details of the dy ios of is shaker are best understood by 

reference to Fig. 21, in ich the shaker is schenatically represented. 

In (a), the position of the weights is such that components of force Fv 

on the too shafts will add. (c) and (d) sho the next two 90 degree 

positions of the weights. It is evident that one should obtain a 

II 
II 
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Schematic Diagram of Manner of Horizontal Force Cancellation 

sinusoidal vertical force and a zero hori zontal force vith such a 

shaker5 

It was necessary to have the shaker wei ghted down to the extent 

of having the force of gr avity exceed the force suppl ied by t he shaker; 

ot herwise, t he appl ication of t he upward force of t he shaker would 

cause the base pl a t e t o completeJ.y lose its contact wit,h the ground, 

t hus badly di st orting t he wave fo rm . Such distortion seemed to be 

most serious at low frequencies . Hence for use with the low frequency 
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shaker (Shaker B) a large disc mounting (21n in diameter) was used 

and loaded down with six 100-pound bags of sand. Since the maximum 

force developed was only 396 pounds, fully sufficient weighting was 

supplied. 

Both of these shakers produce forces which are proportional 

to the square of the frequency of vibration. In order to avoid 

excessive forces at high frequencies in the use of Shaker B, part 

of the rotating mass may be removed from each of the four weights. 

This will cut down the force by a factor of 9. Hence the force at 

.30 c.p.s. with the masses removed is the same as the force at 

10 c.p.s. without the masses removed. The Shaker B was designed to 

pro~uce a force of 96 pou!lds at 10 c.p.s. Shaker A produced the 

same force at 60 c.p.s. 

Mounted on the drill rod of the shaker was a low sensitivity 

seismometer with a natural frequency of 18 c.p.s., and which possessed 

a peak at this frequency but otherwise e..xhibi ted a freqµency response 

which was flat to several hundred cycle$ per second, ·as· can be seen 

from its response characteristic shown in Fig.. 22. This seismometer 

Fig. 22 
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as well as the others to be described were connected by leads to the 

switches in the recording truck. 

The seismometers used to detect the wave motion at various 

distances from the shaker were of two types. They were identical in 

general construction to the seismometers used in the previously 

described work. However, the springs and the masses used were such 

that one seismometer had a natural frequency of 20 c.p.s. and the 

other a natural frequency of 60 c.p.s.i The for.mer seismometer was 

the same type as that used in the ground roll E',.xperiments with 

expl.osions. The latter had the saJlle frequency response as the 

seismometer used in ·the refraction profile. The seismometer wlth a 

natu..ral frequency of 20 c.p.s. was used exclusively with Sho.ker B. 

The seismometer \tl th a natural frequency of 60 c. p . s. was used 

exclusively wi tb Shaker .A. 

In the truck means were provided for s~~tching the output from 

s~zy- seismometer into an amplifier which in turn was connected with 

the vertical plates of an oscilloscope • . This arrangement was very 

sa.tisfactory for the higher frequencies where there was no difficulty 

in synchronizing -tl1e wave form on the fluorescent screen of the 

oscilloscope. The procedure is well known of adjustL11g the sweep 

circuit of an oscilloscope to synchronize a periodic voltage. When 

the synchronization is obtained, the repeating wave form appears 

station:ar;y on the screen of the oscilloscope. At the lower frequencies 

a different technique, to be described later, was employed. 

The use of a commutator circuit for producing the periodic 

time-breaks has been mentioned earlier. Clearly the phase of these 
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time-brea..¼:s is i mmaterial in computing the phase differences. It was 

decided a.rbi trarily to have the time-breaks appear at the instant of 

application of maximw-n force t o t he ground. For this purpose a com-

mutator J•ing and brush was arranged in connection with the eccentric 

shaft so that in t,he pos:L tion of maximum applied force, conta.ct was 

made between coi:runu tator ring and brush. T't1P- circuit closed by this 

action consisted of a ba tter.:-r induction coil .sJ.ld variable resistance 

arranged a s shown in Fig. 23. By va_-rying the resi stance R., the size 

of the pulse, which appeared su.perposed on t he wave, could be altered 

as desired. 

J 

AMPLIFIER OUTPUT 

Ost. 

Fig~ 23 
l 

Reference Time-break Circuit 
:·. · . 

With the oscilloscope sweep circuit in operation the output of the 

low sensitivity seismometer which was attached to the shaker was observed. 

This was mainly f' or the purpose of being assured t hat the vertical motion 
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into the ground was of a satisfactory sinusoidal nature. When it was 

not, it was found that more firni:cy packing the ground supporting the 

sha.~er, or perhaps oiling various parts of the mechanism was all that 

was required to make the motion sinusoidal. 

T'ne profile line \V'd.S usually selected to be a radial line out 

from the shaker, in a direction chosen a t will. To test for 

azimuthal effect: seYeral profiles in va.rious direc+,icins had to be 

run. 

At a given posi tion of the field seismometer on the profile line, 

the foll.owing procedure was employed: the out.put of the seismometer was 

observed on the oscilloscope in the same manner a s for the shaker 

seismometer. However, at fir5t, the motor was run with the belt 

connecting to the pendulum shaft G removed. The observsd pattern 

was t hen ~'- result of e2ctrnneous forces produced in t..l-ie apparatus 

{inherent noise) plus the actual background disturbance e..-tlstir...g in the 

fi eld (fifild noise) . In order to get the response to more or less 

purely vertical IT'.otion, the s.mpli t-ade of • the observed noise was first 

rli mi.nished until the oscilloscope e:r-J:tlbi ted only t.he horizontal line. 

This could be done either by means of the amplifier control or by the 

oscilloscope control. In general the amplifier control was kept suf

ficiently low in sett,ing to avoid o-..rer-dri v"'ing. 

Ne~'t the bolt was replaced, and the oscillogram was again 

obsei"ved. Generally' severr:1.l oscillations were visible on the screen, 

arirl by means of the variomi frequenci-.1 contr·ols of the Opcillograph, the 

number of oscillations W'B.S reduced to two or three. The amplitude was 

also adjusted until a conveniently sized oscillogram was obt&ined. 
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The t; rnj ng mechanism produced z. snw.11 vertical line which was 

superimposed on thf;; oscillogre;u. By mea:ns o.f t..'le variable resistance 

t he size of t he line was adjusted so as to give the clearest time 

rr.ark ,vl th the least distortion of the oscilloscope wave form. When 

this was accomplished, the entire oscillogram was traced c-.mt.o onion 

skin pa1:ier. A sample tracing is shom1 in Fig. 24. 'rhe vertical line 

a C 

Fig. 24 

Sat.n.ple Oscillogram Tracing 

a·t b is the marker which appears simultaneously with application of 

maximum force downwai~d by the shaker. The phase difference between 

t he arrival time ta of the wave crest a, a.."ld the instant \ of 

application of maximum force downward by the shaker is given by 

(32) cf~ 1-rr{ (-tb--tll.J 

Tvhere f = frequency. Hence by plotting / ~1T { as a funct:i.on of tl1e 

seimnomet nr d:1.stlmCe D, r, tr!?.Vol t:5.:ne curve j_s obts.ined. Actm,.lJ:,i , it 



was more convenient to plot /fall instead of /~11t . For 

since ¢/air = AB/AC, it was only necessary to place transparent 

coordinate paper over the oscillogra.~ and measure AB and AC in 

arbitrary units. As far as the travel time curve is concerned, it is 

immaterial what portion of the sinusoid ac is used as a phase 

referenc•e point, since it is found that the travel time curve is a 

straight line, and only the slope of this straight line is needed to 

obtain.the velocity. However, it is obviously necessary to consistently 

choose the same reference point at each dhitta.J.ice. Likewise care must 

be exercised in the measurements of ab as it increases through the 

value ~. For when ab has increased to the value ~ 

equal to unity, but its value might erroneously be taken as zero. For 

example, if ~ had already increased to a value greater than ac and 

Fig. 24 was obtained, unity would have to be added to the value of AB/AC. 

In general each time the distance Dis increased by a wave length, the 

integer to be added to NJ/AC must be increasBd_by unity. 

From the slope of the straight line obtained, the velocity of the 

wave may be computed according to the formula The-.n if 

velocity is plotted as a function of frequency, the dispersion curve 

is obtained. 

The type of tracings obtained in running a typical profile are 

shown in Fig, 25+ The time-break is represented by the vertical line 

AA•, and in order to show the change of relative position of time-break 

and crest, the crests a.re succ-essivezy numbered. For convenience all 

traces have been reduced to a common scale. The progression of the 

waves is clearly indicated, 
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I n Table "1.lIII ::ire given de.t a ta.ken from such tracings. The 

distance of the. s<:,J. sn10meter from the sha .. 1ter i s given in the first 

coli_,.mn. In the three oouble columns the data are reccrded for the 

TJi.BLE m!I 

Travel 'ririie Curve Data 
I . I I 

D(ft,) (rt.+ KB/AC) = />/2.lt (li + AB/ AC) ::: l>/2« (rt+ AB/Ac) = />/2n 
I I I 

Frequency 

60 e.p.s. 80 e.p.s, 1oq c. p~s• 

2 • .3 -0.7/19 -0.0368 8/18 0 .. 444 0 0 

4.5 0.5/18.5 o.OZ70 11/18 0.612 5.5/21.5 0. 256 

6.6 8/20,5 0.371 1+1/19.5 1.051 16/17.5 0.916 

8.7 14/25 o.561 1+5/1.3.5 1.371 1+6.7/19.5 l.3/+3 

10.8 18,5/20 0.929 1+13/20 1.650 1+14/18 1,799 

12.a ., 1+4;5/18.5 1.243 2 2.000 2+4/18 2.222 

lL►.8 1+8/20 1.,400 2+4.,5/18 2,250 2+7/18.5 2 • .378 

17,2 1+12.,/20 1.625 2+10/15 2,,667 3 3,000 

20 1+22/25 1,880 .3+1.5/19 ,3.026 3+7/22 3.318 

24 2+-8/21.5 2.371 .3+13/18.5 .3/703 3+12.5/18.5 3.676 

28 2+16 .. 5/21 2.786 4+8/20 4.440 5+16/21 5.764 

32 3+.3.5/21 3.166 4+17/19 4.897 6+14.5/22 6.660 

36 .3+1/✓1-1. .3.666 5+1.3/20 5.650 7+1/21 ?.048 

,4.0 4+1.5/21, 4.072 6+2.5/19.! 6.128 7+19/21 7.906 
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f requencies 60, 80, 109 c.p.s. respectively. The first part of each 

double column indicates the value of the phase difference as obtained 

from superposition of the oscillograph tracing on coordinate paper. 

'l'he fractions which give the r atio Af3/AC are preceded by the proper 

additive integer n. In the second part of t he double column, the 

phase difference is expressed in decimals. 

The travel time curves for these data are given in Fig. 26. The 

decrease of velocity with frequency is to be noted. At such high 

frequencies, however, this decrease of velocity is not very l arge. 

At low frequencies the oscilloscope was unsatisfactory, since 

it would not give a sufficiently low sweep frequency. For this reason, 

it was necessary to use a somewhat different method of neasurement of 

phase a t, low frequencies. 

One procedure employed was to feed the seismometer output of the 

field seismometer into the vertical plates of the oscilloscope in the 

same manner as before, but instead of employing the sweep circuit, a 

reference seismometer was used and its output fed into the horizontal 

plates of the oscilloscope. From measurements made on the ellipse which 

generally resulted, it was possible to compute24 the phase difference 

between t he two seismometers. However, because of the difficulties 

encountered on securing an undistorted wave form at the lower frequencies, 

it was almost impossible t9 obtain an ellipse regular enough in shape to 

permit phase measurements. Accordingly, it was decided to t ake records 

of the vibrations in the usual seismic manner, i.e. as described previously 

in connection with ground roll observations. 
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Th.ere are several advantages to tiJd:ug seismic r ecordings 

instead of tracing oscillograr.as, In the first place, gr eater accuraC".f 

is possible, since t he personal error involved in tr~.cing the oscil

l ogreJ!l is remov~d. Secondly; the wave form mey- be carefully ar...alyzed, 

and "t:he c&use of various 1..mdeairable $mall vibrations ce.n be found 

more expediently, Thirdly, the timing lines provide a means of 

accuJ;-utGJ.J,' kni.)\Vlr.ig the frequency of' t he vibration as well as enabling 

foe direct measurement of trav-el time instead of phase. 

It was not f ound possible to seeure amplitudes su.fficientzy 

la;r-g€ compared with the background noise to satisfactorily record 

the 10 c,-p,a. vibration. The lower frequencies emplOlJed were, 

therefore; restricted to 20 and 40 c.p.s. 

The procedure employed in running t he profile with the 

satisfactory low frecruencies possible with Shaker B, vms exactly the 

same _as that employed with She-ker A at higher f requencies, with the 

exception that oscillograph recording was employed in the former. 

It was possible to obtain a rough synchronization of the 20 c.p.s. 

wave on t he oscilloscope, and t he placement of the seismometer on the 

ground was altered to give what appeared to be the best wave shape, 

before the seismometer output wa.s switched over to the camera recording 

system. A typical seismogram is shown in Fig. 27. The time marker is 

on the first trace and the seismometer output is on the second trace. 

Velocities of 1000 and 700 ft./sec. were obtained for frequencies 

of 20 and 40 c.p.s., respectively. 
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Fig. 27 

Seismogram of Sul'fa-ce Waves (20 c.p. s.) 

Plotting veloci .. ty as a function of the f.'requenC"J, the dispersion 

cut've shown in Fig. 28 was obtained. In Fig. 29 the sv.me curve has 

been plotted with the vsloci ty t.s a function of L/H, a:id the previous 

ground 't'Oll data obtained from the explosion experim-ents has bee:n 

added.. .As was mentio:noo in tte discussion of th0 gr0nnd roll record, 

the value of V which is obtained. from extrapol8.tion 01' the strisd.ght 

J.inr~ to L/H = O results in a value o.f thr::1 group voloci ty- C ,mich is 

too low by 2, factor of e.J.r;i,ost 3. It ID.11 be seem. prcS(·mtly tJ1a.t the 

ground shaker resuJ.ts offer a. poss:l.ble explanation of this di r; cr·c:)ancy. 
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Xt 1s observed that valuee of' L/B obtained with t he ground shaker 

are generally- less than about 8. Similarly, the values of' L/fl. obtained 

from the e3tplosion e.xpe.riments are generally greater than e. :But 

at the value of L/l'l. equal to ? .2 the two dispersion curves s·eem to 

come together. This would mean that the ground roll and the waves 

from the ground shaliet would have a velocity of 1100 ft./sec. To be 

able t.o know definitely how the two curves eome together wou.ld require 

points for L/TJ. larger than 7. 2 1n ·the ground shaker dispersion curve. 

The Junction poiJlt of the t o curves corresponds to a frequency of 

a.bout 20 C.P.S. of the shaker. Corresponding values of t/H would 

require even low,e:r frequencies in the ground shaker. Unfortunately 

the force at these low frequencies was insufficient to enable satisfactol'J' 

profiles to be run. 

It, is to be obse-rved that regardless of whether the ground shclter 

point-s are interpreted in the way suggested in Fig • .29 •. or whether 

they are interpreted as a straight line, or a smooth curve tangent to 

the ground roll euff8J an important fact 1s that t he value of the 

velocity will be about 400 ft./sec. a t /t-/rt = O. In other words the. 

lnterpret:, tion of the greund shaker data a.s being continuous with the 

explosion data enables one to remove the previously found discrepancy 

in the value of the group vel0city. 

!he f act that the ground roll data are ma.de consistent by the 

assumption that t he surface wave& fram the ground roll are of the s e 

type wi th different L/H, and the f aet that the curves seem to join 

together to form a single curve at a certain L/R is . indica tive of the 

close relation between the two phenomena. 
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1. Uei ther t..he ground roll data nor t.he ground shaker data shows 

indication of obeying Sezawa's t heoretical dispersion curve on the 

above assumptions, and using the data obtained from a refraction 

profile. 

2. The general group velocity relation has been found to connect 

the two different types of ohservations. 

3. The range of L/H obtained with the shaker was small compared 

wi t..'1 that obtained by explosion; the nature of the curves shows that 

the same velocity would be obtained for ea.ch method if the value of 

t/H were the same,,, 

4.. For the large values of L/.d obtained with explosion, it is 

found that a linear relation between velocity and L/H obtains. 

5. Only by assuming that the dispersion curve for small L/H obtained 

with the shaker is part of the same curve obtained with explosion, 

can the observed group veloci tu of the ground roll be explained .• 
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